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INTRODUCTION 
Let R be a Noetherian commutative ring with unit, and xii be variables 
with 1~ i < m and 1 <j < n. If we let S= R[xii] be the polynomial ring 
over R, then we have the generic matrix (xv) and we may form the ideal 
I, of S generated by the t x t minors of this matrix for 1~ t < min(m, n). 
Hochster and Eagon [ 151 proved that I, is perfect (i.e., grade I, = pd, S/l,) 
and that S/I, is a (normal) domain if R is a (normal) domain. So S/I, is 
R-free, and if R is Cohen-Macaulay, then so is S/I,. Therefore, free resolu- 
tions of S/l, have the property of so-called depth sensitivity (see Chap. II). 
Svanes [26] proved that S/Z* is Gorenstein, if and only if R is Gorenstein, 
and t=l or m=n. 
For many years there has been considerable interest in finding a minimal 
free resolution (for the definition of minimality, see Chapter II) of S/l,. If 
we have a minimal free resolution P. of S/Z, when R= Z, the ring of 
integers, then for any R, R@, P is a minimal free resolution, since S/Z, is 
Z-free. 
If t = 1, then the Koszul complex gives us such a resolution. Eagon and 
Northcott [9] constructed a minimal free resolution of S/Z, when 
t = min(m, n). 
On the other hand, Roberts [23], Lascoux [17], and Pragacz and 
Weyman [22] constructed the minimal free resolution (Lascoux’s resolu- 
tion) of S/Z, for any m, n, and t in the case where R contains the rational 
number field Q. Their description of the resolution is based on the 
representation theory of general linear group. Let F and G be free R 
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So our interest in later chapters is concentrated upon the calculation of p3 
and fi4. Furthermore, if we let S be graded so that each xij is of degree one, 
Z, is homogeneous and the Poincare series of S/Z* does not depend on the 
characteristic. This fact is important in our grade-wise calculation. 
In [3], Buchsbaum defined linear complexes X’ and Z’. X’ and Z’ are 
linearly exact (for the definition of linear exactness, see Definition 2.6 of 
[ 1 ] ), ,and if there exists a minimal free resolution of I, (resp. ZJZ, + i), then 
X’ (resp. Z’) is isomorphic to the linear part of the minimal free resolution 
of Z, (resp. ZJZ,+i). His method is generalized in [lo]. In [l], X’ and Z’ 
are defined in a different way, and they are canonically isomorphic to the 
ones defined in [3] respectively, in the submaximal case (i.e., in the case 
min(m, n) = t + 1). Though X’ and Z’ defined in [3] are free and have the 
same rank as those defined in [ 11, in the case R = Z and m = n = t + 2, the 
canonical morphism defined in Remark 3.19 of [l] does not give the 
isomorphisms between them. So we use the definition of [3]. 
In Chapter III, we extend the Cauchy formulas to the version of 
chain complexes. This formula plays a crucial role in Chapter IV in 
studying the lower syzygies of determinantal ideals. Cauchy formulas are 
the characteristic-free decompositions S(F@ G) 2~ En L, F@ LAG and 
A(F@ G) N XI LA F@ K,G which hold up to filtrations. Characteristic-free 
decomposition of S(F@ G) was first proved by Doubilet, Rota, and 
Stein [S] and formulated with Schur functors by Akin, Buchsbaum, and 
Weyman [2]. The decomposition of A(F@G) first appeared in [2]. We 
prove the decomposition S(cp 6 II/) N x1 LA cp 0 L,$ which holds up to 
filtrations, where cp and + are morphisms of finite free R-modules, and 
S(cp@ $) is the symmetric algebra of cp@$ which is defined in Chapter I. 
Our proof is quite analogous to the proof in [2], in which Hopf algebra 
structures play important roles. In fact, pairings 4’ and @’ agree with the 
pairings which appear in [2], up to sign. We use the pairing 8: & @All/ 
+ S(cp @ $) in place of 4’: AF@ AG + S(F@ G). 8 has a similar property 
to the one 4” has, which is formulated as the definition of Cauchy pairing. 
In Chapter IV, we calculate the third Betti number of S/Z,, given some 
conditions on m, II, and t. We also try some gradewise calculation of the 
fourth Betti number of S/Z,. In [ 163, Kurano’s method is based on the 
Cauchy formula for S(F@ G). The idea of our proof comes from the proof 
in [16], using the natural filtration with the Cauchy formula, while our 
proof is based on the Cauchy formula of the complexes proved in 
Chap. III. 
In Chapter V, we prove that the Betti numbers of S/Z, are independent 
of the characteristic if m = n = t + 2. Now the problem is the calculation of 
/Id. Using the arguments in Chap. II and the calculations in Chapter IV, we 
can prove the case r 2 5 without much difficulties. But we need more 
argument in proving the case 2 < r<4. We first prove that the rank of 
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Xi is independent of the characteristic in our case. This fact enables us to 
complete the proof of the case 2 < t < 3. To complete the proof in the case 
t = 4, we analyze the resolution of the case t = 5, and reduce to this case. 
Our special thanks are due to Professor Jun-ichi Nishimura. Our joint 
work was carried out under his conscientious instruction at Kyoto 
University. 
I. PRELIMINARIES 
Partitions and Tableaux 
We denote by N (resp. fYO) the set of positive integers (resp. nonnegative 
integers). And we denote by Z (resp. Cl) the ring of integers (resp. the field 
of rational numbers). For a set X, #cX will stand for the cardinality of X. 
For kE N, we will denote by G’k the symmetric group on (1, . . . . k}. 
We set Q* = Hom,,,(N, Z). So if 1 ESZ*, d is a sequence of integers: 
A= (A,, A,, . ..). Let il and p be elements of sZ* and kE Z. We define 2 + p 
to be the sequence (A1+pl,l,+p *, . ..) and k .A to be the sequence 
(k.A,, k.il,, . . . ).WealsodetinesuppI={i~N~ilj#O}.WedenotebyQ+ 
the set {AESZ* 1 ‘ieN AieN, and #(supp1)<co}. If 2 is an element of 
Q+, we put lg(A) = max supp 2 and 121 = CicN & (if ;1= (O,O, . ..). then we 
define lg(ll) = 0). We call lg(n) length of II and I,l) weight of 1. Let k E N,. 
We put Q:={AEQ+ I Ill=k), SZ-={AEQ+ I ‘ieN &an,-,}, and 
52; = Sz: n Sz-. We call an element of Q ~ a partition. It is easy to check 
that Q; is a finite set for any k. 
DEFINITION 1.1.1. For any ~EQ+, 1 is defined to be the partition which 
satisfies xi = # (jE N I Aja i} for any ie N. 1 is called the transpose of 1. 
We now define some elements of Q* which play special roles later. We 
denote by 0 the element (0, 0, . ..) E Sz; . Let k E N. We define the element sk 
of O,+ given by “iE N (E~)~= ~5,~ (Kronecker’s 6). 
Wenowsetw,=C~=‘=,&ianda,=~k-~Ek+l.Itholdsthatw,=(k.&,)“. 
For 2, p~sZ+, we say that ;1~ p if and only if ‘iE IV lli 2 pi. It is clear 
that 1 is an order and il3 p implies 12 p (see below). If 1, p E 0 -, then 
it holds that Iz 2 p if and only if 13 p. 
Let 1, ~LESZ- with 21~. We define the subset So(l/p) of Q+ by 
S,(~/~)={VEQ+ I 3tEN,3kEN0 k<A,+,-p, and 
v=1-~++~,+,-~L,+1-k).cr,}. 
S,(n) stands for S,(n/O). 
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LEMMA 1.1.2. If k E N, and 2 E 52: then 
(1) IAl=k 
(2) there exists Q E Gleclj such that Ti = Aocij (i E N ) 
(3) I= 1 if and only ij-2 is a partition. 
Proof: Easy. 
We introduce the lexicographic order into Q+. Namely, if A and p are 
elements of 52+, then we say that Iz>p when ‘iEN tlj<i Jj=pj and 
li > pi. We say that 12 p when A > p or A = p. With this ordering 2, 52 + 
is a totally ordered set. Note that if I E Sz- and p E S,(n), then ,6 > 1. 
DEFINITION 1.1.3. The diagram (or shape) of an element I ESZ+ is the 
set {(i, j) E FV 2 1 j < A,}, and is denoted by Al. Here we use the convention 
that is used with matrices, namely, that the row index i increases as one 
goes downward, and the column index j increases from left to right. The 
skew-shape of a pair 1, p E Q + , such that 2~ p, is A, - A,, and is denoted 
by A,,p. 
Clearly, Al,,, = AL. So we will always adapt the terminology of skew- 
shape to the terminology of shape by letting p = 0. 
DEFINITION 1.1.4. Let X be a totally ordered set and let A, p E Q+. We 
define Tab,,,(X) to be the set Hom,,,(A,,,, X). An element of Tab,,,(X) is 
called a tableau of shape L/p with values in the set X. 
For a tableau TE Tab+(X) and subsets Zc X and N c N, we denote 
#((i,j)EALIM I ieN and T(i,j) ~1) by n,(T, I). In this notation, an 
element x E X (resp. i E IV ) may stand for the singleton (x} (resp. {i} ). 
2. Hopf Algebras in the Category W 
Let R be a commutative ring with unit. If there will be no confusion, 
OR, tensor product over R, will be denoted simply by @. We always 
assume that R is Z-graded (resp. Z2-graded) in a trivial way; i.e., we 
assume that the degree 0 (resp. (0,O)) part of R is R itself, and that the 
other homogeneous parts are 0. We denote by G, (resp. Gi) the category 
of Z-graded (resp. Z2-graded) R-modules. We let V stand for the category 
of chain complexes in the abelian category G,. The class of objects of a 
category & may again be denoted by d if there will be no confusion. Let 
A E %. We can express A as 
a:+ 1 a: A= . . . +Aj+I- Aj- A. J--1 + . . . . 
Aj is the degree j part of A, and af is the boundary map of A for each 
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degree j. We denote by aA the boundary map xi a,! : A + A. Since Aje G, 
for each j, one can decompose Aj into the direct sum Aj = CieL A:. We call 
Al the degree (i, j) part of A (i is the degree as an graded R-module, and 
J is the degree as an R-complex). So one can assume A is an object of Gi 
(forgetting the boundary map). From this viewpoint, an object A in %’ is 
an object in G’, equipped with a morphism aA: A + A of degree (0, - 1) 
such that aA 0 aA = 0. We can convert @ into a functor Gi x G’, + Gi. 
Let A = Ci,j A: and B= xi. j Bj be objects of Gi. We define the 
grading of A@ B by the total grading. Namely, we define 
(A 0 B); = xi, + iz= i. j, +jz =j A;; 0 Bf;. Furthermore, if A and B are objects of 
%Z, we define 8 A @ B given by 8 A @ B (x~~)=aA(x)~y+(-i)i’.~~aB(~), 
for x E A;: and y E Bi. It is easy to see that A @B is converted into an 
object of %? with this boundary, and Q is functorial in A and B. 
Let A, BE Gi. We have a twisting morphism TA,B: A@ B + B@ A given 
by TA,B(x@y)= (-l)i’i2+i’izy@x for XEA$ and YE Bji. It is easy to 
check that 
LEMMA 1.2.1. T is natural in A and B. If A, BE $7, then T,,, is a chain 
map. We have the identity TB,A~ T,,,=id,@,,. Zj’C is also an object in Gi, 
then the following diagram is commutative : 
(AQB)QC 
TAC3B.C 
bCQ(AQB) 
I 
idA ~3 TQ 
I 
AQ(CQB) a (A@C)@B TA.C@idB t (C@A)@B 
We can make Gi and % into symmetric categories with 0 and T (for 
the definition of symmetric category, see [ 191). Now we can define algebra, 
coalgebra, and Hopf algebra (or bialgebra) in the categories G’, and V as 
in [4]. For a Hopf algebra A = xi A’ (in G, or G’, or U), we always 
require that A0 = R, and that the unit morphism (resp. co-unit morphism) 
be the natural inclusion map R = A0 4 A (resp. the natural projection 
A + A0 = R). We denote by mA (resp. AA) the multiplication (resp. 
comultiplication) of A. If there is no danger of confusion, it will be simply 
denoted by m (resp. A). For a Hopf algebra in G, (resp. Gi, %?) we always 
require that mA and A, be morphisms in the category G, (resp. Gi, Q?). 
We can also define a tensor product of two (co-, Hopf) algebras and com- 
mutativity of (co-, Hopf) algebra via the twisting morphism T as in [4]. 
Let F be a finite free R-module. We denote by SF = Cj S,F (resp. 
AF= xi A’F, DF= xi D,F) the symmetric (resp. exterior, divided power) 
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algebra, where S,F (resp. A”F, D,F) is the ith symmetric (resp. exterior, 
divided) power of F. We always assume that S,F = A’F= D,F= 0 if i < 0. 
SF, AF, and DF have the structures of Hopf algebras. The bialgebra DF is 
defined to be the graded dual (cf. [21]) of SF*, where F* is Hom,(F, R). 
The comultiplications of these three Hopf algebras are homomorphisms 
of algebras induced by the diagonal map given by fe F~f@f E F@ F 
(note that S(F@F)=SFQSF, A(F@F)-AGQAG, and D(F@F)1: 
DFQ DF). So they are sometimes called diagonalizations. S, A, and D are 
functors from the category of finite free R-modules to the category of Hopf 
algebras. 
Now let q : G + F be a morphism of finite free R-modules. We associate 
Scp and Acp with the morphism cp. Srp = SF0 AG and Acp = AFQ DG are 
Hopf algebras in the category Gi, where we assume that S,F, A’G, AiF, 
and DjG are of degree (2i, 0), (2j,j), (i, 0), and (j, j), respectively, so that 
SF, AG, AF, and DG are Hopf algebras in the category Gi. With this grad- 
ing, S~J and Acp are commutative. Note that the structures of Sq and Acp 
as Hopf algebras are not dependent on the morphism cp. They depends only 
on the modules F and G. It is clear that S and A are functors from the 
category of morphisms of finite free R-modules to the categories of Hopf 
algebras in Gi. Sq and Acp are converted into Hopf algebras in the 
category $9 as follows. The boundary map of S, is the composition of the 
maps 
aS+‘:Sq=SFQAG idsF8Anc + SFQA’GQAG 
idsF&3v(Pidnc, SFQS,FQAG mSF@idnG + SFQAG=Sq, 
where we identify A’G = G and S, F = F. Similarly, the boundary map of 
Acp is the composition of the maps 
c?? Acp = AFQ DG = AFQD,GQDG 
id,&3 o 03 idm i AFQ A’FQ DG mnF@idDc ) AFQ DG = Acp, 
LEMMA 1.2.2. asqpo as+’ = 0 and a”q o V+’ = 0. With these boundaries, 
msvT A SP’ mArp, and A,, are chain maps so that Sq and Acp are converted 
into Hopf algebras in the category 5%. Moreover, S and A are converted into 
functors from the category of morphisms of finite free R-module to the 
category of Hopf algebras in V. msrp, Asp, mnrp, and A,, are converted into 
natural transformations. 
Proof Easy. 
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For i E N,, we denote by S,cp the subcomplex of Sq given by 
0 --f A’G -+ FQ Ai- ‘G + . . . + Sip 1 FQ G + S,F+ 0. 
Sq is the graded R-complex CicNo S,cp. S,cp is the degree 2i component of 
Sq. Similarly, we denote by /i’cp the subcomplex of ncp given by 
O+DiG+FQDi-,G+ . . . +A’-‘FQG-,AiF-,O. 
A’cp is the degree i component of Acp. Note that A’cp is isomorphic to 
(S,cp*)* as an R-complex. We always assume that S,cp = A’cp = 0 if i < 0. 
The rest of this section is devoted to extending the definition of the 
functor S. Let a;e: 0 + G 5 F-% E + 0 be a chain complex of finite free 
R-modules. We define SU as the Hopf algebra in the category GZ, given by 
SU = SEQ AFQ DG, where we assume that S,E, AiF, and D,G are of 
degree (2i, 0), (2j,j), and (2k, 2k), respectively. With this grading, SU is 
commutative. See is also converted into a chain complex. The boundary is 
given by 
a?: (Sm), = 1 SEQ AjFQ D,G 
j+2k= 1 
It is easy to check that 8;: r oay=O. Moreover, 
LEMMA 1.2.3. With the boundary asV defined above, m,, and A, are 
chain maps. S is a functor from the category of finite free R-complex 
( = bounded R-complex with each term being a finite free R-module) with all 
terms being 0 except for degree 0, 1, and 2 to the category of Hopf algebra 
in V. m, and A,, are natural transformations. 
ProoJ At first, we will show that asp o m, = mSao asVpsV. To show 
this, it is sufficient to check that each component 
SEQA”FQD,,GQSEQA”FQD,,G4EQA”+“-‘FQD,,,,,G 
and 
SEQA”FQDk,GQSEQA”FQDk2G4EQAil+i2f1FQDk,+kl~1G 
of both sides coincide for jr, j2, k,, k, E N,. The coincidence for the first 
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component follows from the fact that msrp is a chain map. The left hand 
side for the second component is the composition of the maps 
SEQA”FQDD,,GQSEQAj2FQD,,G 
& SEQSEQAj’FQD,,GQAj=FQD,,G 
(-‘y’nmsE@mA~ , SEQAil+“FQD,,,,,G 
(-l)Jl+i2id@,+@ 
) SEQA”+“+‘FQD,,+,,_,G, 
where T is an appropriate twisting. The sign (- l)kL’Z comes out from the 
difference between the grading of AF and DG in the definition of AI) and 
the grading in the definition of See. The right hand side of the second 
component is the composition of the maps 
Using the fact that m,+ is a chain map, one can show easily that the two 
maps coincide. The proof for A,, is quite similar. The second assertion is 
now trivial. Since SCZ is a commutative Hopf algebra, m, and A, are 
homomorphisms of Hopf algebra. Naturalities follow from the fact that 
mSEy mAFp mDGT A SE? Am ADGY and Tare all natural. Q.E.D. 
We denote by Sia the degree 2. i part of SCZ, for i E 77. It is clear that 
scz = xi, No S,a. 
3. Schur Functors and Schur Complexes 
DEFINITION 1.3.1. If F is a finite free R-module, and 1, p E 51+ with 
lg(A - CL) < q, then we define S,,,F, A,,F, D,,F as follows: 
S,F= SA,-~,FQ ... QSA,-~~F 
/I&‘=/I”‘-P’f’Q . . . QA”q-“‘F 
D,F=D,,-,,FQ ... Q.+,+F. 
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Since S,F= AoF= D,F= R, this definition does not depend on the choice 
of q. If A$ ,u, then S,,,F= A,,,F= DllP F= 0 by definition. 
For 2, p E 52-, let s = 1, and t = A, and let (aO) be the set s x t matrix 
given by a,, = 1 if (i,j) E A,, and ai, = 0 otherwise. We denote by d,,,(F) the 
composition of maps 
(*) Ad= A+,, FQ ... QA,+,,J 
A@...@‘A, (/i”“FQ . . . Q/I”‘O’)Q . . . Q(/i”$‘FQ . . . QAu8’F) 
- (S,,,FQ ... QS,,,F)Q . . . Q(S,,FQ ... QS,J) 
- (S,,,FQ ... QS,$,F)Q ... Q(S,,,FQ ... QSas,F) 
m@...8m, Sx,-P,FQ.... QSx,-p,F=S,,,F, 
where the second map is induced by identification A”gF= SOBI; and the 
third map is the permutation according to the index aU. We denote by 
d:,,(F) the similar composite map 
‘@‘.‘@” (D,,,FQ ... QD,,,F)Q ... Q(D,,,FQ . . . QD,,,F) 
- (A’l’FQ . . Q A”IF)Q . . Q (/i”s’FQ . QA”s’F) 
- (A”“FQ . . . QA”s’F)Q . . . Q (A”llFQ . . . Q AQF) 
m@ ‘-‘@“‘, Ax,-p,FQ ‘.’ QAg-P,F= A,/,,F. 
DEFINITION 1.3.2. (Schur functors and coSchur functors). Im(d,,,(F)) 
(resp. Im(d>,,,(F))) is denoted by L,,,F (resp. K,,,F). L,,,, (resp. KAl,,) is 
called Schur (resp. coSchur) functor with respect to the skew shape 2jp. 
Note that the identifications A“qF= SayF and DOvF= AagF are 
inhomogeneous. So we can define the degrees neither of the Schur functors 
nor of the coSchur functors in a trivial way. But Theorem 1.3.11 will enable 
us to define the degrees of the Schur functors and the coSchur functors. In 
fact, the theorem will show us that the Schur functors and the coSchur 
functors are naturally isomorphic to the cokernel of the natural transfor- 
mations between the functors to the category G, or Gi. 
If R = CD, then K,,,F is isomorphic to LI,,F as a GL(F)-module, and is 
irreducible if p = 0. 
The definition of Schur complex is quite similar to that of Schur functor. 
Let 40 : G + F be a morphism of a finite free R-module, and 1, p E Q+ with 
k(R - PL) d 4. 
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DEFINITION 1.3.3. We define S,,,, cp and Ai,,,rp as follows: 
s,,cp=s,,-,,cpQ .*. cm-pqv 
Al,pl,(p=A”‘-“‘(pQ . . . Qf+@(p. 
Now let A, p E 52’. We define d,,,(q) as the similar composite map to 
d+(F). We have only to replace every F by q in the definition (*). The 
Schur complex bf cp with respect to the skew shape 11,~ is Im(d,,,cp). If 
G=O, then L,,,~I=L,,~F. If F=O, then L,cp=K,,,G in degree [~-PI. 
Now let rank F= m and rank G = n. Let us fix an ordered basis 
x= fX,< ... <x,} of F and an ordered basis Y= (y,< ... cy,) of G. 
We put 2 = X u Y and let Z be a totally ordered set for which X < Y, that 
is, for which x1 <yj for any i and j. For 1, p E Q+ with 13 ,U and 
SE Tab,,,(X), we obtain an element X, = xsI @ . . . @ xsq E A,,,F, where 
q = lg(A - p) and xs, = S(i, pi + 1) A . . . A S(i, Ai). For TE Tab,,,(Y), we 
obtain an element Y, = yT, 0 
where ?j = ni (T, y,). 
... QyTqeDA,,,G, wherey.=y!‘;). . . . .y(‘b), 
DEFINITION 1.3.4. A tableau SE Tab,,,(X) is called row-standard if the 
rows of S are strictly increasing, i.e., if for all i= 1, . . . . q we have 
S(i,pi+l)<S(i,pj+2)< ... < S(i, Ji). The tableau S is called cofumn- 
standard if the colums of S are non-decreasing, i.e., if for all j= 1, . . . . t 
(t = n,) we have S(i, j) < S(i+ 1,j) whenever (i, j) and (i+ 1, j) are both in 
A i,r, S is called standard if it is both row- and column-standard. 
DEFINITION 1.3.5. A tableau TE Tab,,( Y) is called co-row-standard if 
the rows of T are non-decreasing, and co-column-standard if the columns of 
T are strictly increasing. T is called co-standard if it is co-row- and 
co-column-standard. 
Clearly, the set {Xs 1 SE Tab,,JX) and S is row-standard} is a free basis 
of AIIPF and the set { Y,l TE Tab,,,( Y) and T is co-row-standard} is a free 
basis of D,,,G. 
For U E Tab,,,(Z), we obtain an element Z, = zU, @ . . . @z,, 
with zU, = eU;U(i, tll) A ... A U(i, crl)@Oy$‘. ... .yzf), where E”, = 
t-11 #((cI,~)~c(>~,U(~,~)EX,U(~,~)E Y) 7 {a lr . . . . al> = {A (i,j) E AAIp and U(i,i) E X> 
with a, < ..- < cxI, and ff = ni( U, yj) for each j. 
DEFINITION 1.3.6. A tableau UE Tab,,,(Z) is called row-standard mod Y 
if each row of U is non-decreasing, and if, when repeats occur in a row, 
they occur only among elements of Y. U is column-standard mod Y if each 
column is non-decreasing, and if, when repeats occur in a column, they 
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occur only among elements in Z- Y= X. U is standard mod Y if T is 
row- and column-standard mod Y. 
We let Row,,JZ, Y) = { UE Tab,,JZ) 1 U is row-standard mod Y}. It is 
easy to see that (Z,~A,,cpl UE Row,,,(Z, Y)> is a basis of A,,,cp. 
Now let us make these bases of A,,,F, D,,,G, and A,,,cp ordered bases. 
DEFINITION 1.3.7. Let W= {w, < ... < wk} be a totally ordered set, 
and let TETab,,JW), and let i,j~N. Define Ti,i=n~,,j,(S, [w,, w,]), 
where [ 1, i] = (1, . . . . if and [w,, w,]= (w,, . . . . w,}. If S is another tableau, 
wesayS<TifSi,j>Ti,jforeveryi,j. WesayS<TifSdTandS,,i>Ti.j 
for at least one pair i, j. 
This provides a pseudo-order on the set of tableaux. Observe that if we 
restrict this pseudo-order to the subset of row-standard tableaux, then on 
this subset the order is consistent with the usual lexicographic order. So z 
makes these bases of Ai,P F, D,,,G and A,,,cp into ordered bases, which 
need not be totally ordered. 
DEFINITION 1.3.8. Let A be a Hopf algebra (in G’, or U). We define 0 A 
(resp. n A) to be the map given by 
Let y, veQ+ with v=y+(y,+, -k).cr, for some HEN and O<k<y,+,. 
We define q ;:A,cp+A,cp and ni:A,cp+A,cp given by 
•;:/i,q=/i~~(p~ .._ QAYI “pQA’,+‘,+‘-k’pQ/lk~QAyl+z~Q Q/i”urp 
id@ Qld@0.~l,c3id@ Qid 
and 
8:: A,cp=Ay’cpQ . . . QAy’~‘(pQAY~~QAY~+‘~QA~~+~~Q . . . Q/1Qq 
I 
id@ C+id@~.q,c3adQI @id 
/i cp~/iY’~Q Q/IY’-‘q,Q/lYr+Y’+l-k 
Y (pQAk~QAk~QAy”‘(pQ . . QAyqrp, 
respectively, where q = lg(y), and 0 ,,,+, (resp. a,,+,) is an appropriate box 
(resp. box tilde) map, namely, composition of diagonalization and multi- 
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plication (resp. multiplication and diagonalization). If 1, p E 52 +, and 
y = Iz -p, then we may denote 0; by 0 1/G and 0 1 by I? :I”. 
Let A, ~E,SZ- with 11~. We define q l.,(Acp): ~VssOCi,PJ A,cp +A,,Pcp 
to be the sum of the maps q lip: A,cp + A,,,cp. We may consider that 
AF= AF@ R c AF@ DG = Aq and DG c Acp. So this definition can be 
used to AF and DG via the restriction. 
LEMMA 1.3.9. Let yl, y2, u, v E N, with y1 > u and y2 > u + v. Denote by 
0, the composite map 
Zf i,, i,E NO and T is a row standard tableau in Z,, y, +,,- u- v,vj 
with n,(T, Y) = i, and n,(T, Y) = iz, then uw E q (YI.Y2) 
(Cft=,, Cj5-T; A YI+Yz--k-j--FQDjGQ/Ik+V cp), where rk = min(i,, u - k) 
for each k. 
Proof The proof is quite similar to the proof of [2, Lemma 11.2.9-J so 
we omit it. 
Before stating the standard basis theorem, we introduce the notion of 
universally free functor. 
DEFINITION 1.3.10. Let T,(F,, . . . . F,) be a functor to the category of 
R-modules defined for all commutative rings R and all n-tuples of (finite) 
free R-modules F, , . . . . F,. T, is called universal if Ts(S@ - , . . . . S@ - ) is 
naturally equivalent to S 0 TR( - , . . . . - ) for any ring morphism 4 : R + S. 
TR is called universally free if TR is universal and T,(F, , . . . . F,) is free for 
any n-tuple F,, . . . . F,. Let fR: T, + TX be a natural transformation of 
universal functors defined for all commutative rings R. fR is called universal 
if for any ring morphism 4: R -P S and any n-tuple of free R-modules 
F 1, . . . . F, the diagram 
S 0 T,(F, , . . . . FJ S@fAF,. . ..> F,) 
I 
cz 
Ts(S@FF,, . . . . S&IF,,) fS(S@F”““S@Fn’ f 
is commutative. 
SQ T;(F,, . . . . F,) 
WQFlt . . . . SQFJ 
For example, SF, AF, and DF are universally free. Their structure 
morphisms as Hopf algebras are universal. Tensor product and direct sum 
of universally free functors are universally free. If fR : TR + TX is universal, 
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then Cokf, is universal functor and cokf,: TX -+ Cokf, is universal, 
since SO - preserves cokernel. 
THEOREM 1.3.11 [2, Theorem V.l.101. Let 1, u E Q- with ,I 2 p, and let 
cp, X, Y, and Z be as above. {dA,,(Z,) 1 T is standard tableau mod Y in 
Tab,,,(Z)} is a free basis for L,,,cp, and the sequence 
is exact. Hence (underlying module of) L,,,cp is universally free and d,,,(cp) 
is universal. In particular, {dl,JXT) 1 T is a standard tableau in Tab,,,(X)} 
(rev. {di,,( Y,) I T . ts a co-standard tableau in Tab,,,(Y)}) is a free basis of 
L,,,F (resp. KAl,G), and the sequence 
c A”F oYP /i F ’ Grc d*‘p(F’ , L&+ 0 v E SOCYP) 
( 
resp. 1 D,G ch D G WP diir(G’ + K,,,G + 0 
VE SO(VP) > 
is exact. Hence, L,,, F and K,,,G are universally free. 
LEMMA 1.3.12. Let fR: T, + TX be a universal natural transformation 
between universally free functors. rf F,, . . . . F,, is an n-tuple of free a 
R-module such that both rank( T,(F,, . . . . F,,)) and rank( Tk(F,, . . . . F,,)) are 
finite, then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) Cok T,(F,, . . . . F,) is H-free. 
(ii) dimFP(ker T,r(F,, . . . . F,,)) is independent of p, where [F, is the 
prime field of characteristic p. 
(iii) Cok T,, Im T,, and Ker T, are all universally free functors, and 
the natural morphisms TX --f Cok fR, Imf, + T)R, and Kerf, + T, are all 
universal. 
Proof Easy. 
Let F1, . . . . F,, be free Z-modules, and let T, be a functor from the 
full subcategory of n-tuples of R-modules whose object is only (Fp, . . . . F:), 
where Ff = R Qz Fi for 1 < i < n. We can define universality and univer- 
sally freeness for such T, in a way similar to (1.3.10). Such a “universally 
free functor” for a fixed n-tuple is called a universally free 
GL(F;) x ... x GL(Ff)-module. We also say that T, is universally free in 
this situation. Clearly, a fact similar to (1.3.12) holds in this case, too. 
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4. Symmetric Functions 
The theory of symmetric functions is deeply related to the representation 
theory of general linear groups. In this section, we prepare some formulas 
of symmetric functions used later after [ 183. 
Let x = xi, . . . . x,, . . . be an infinite sequence of indeterminates. For 
IZE fV,, we denote by R, the polynomial ring Z[x,, . . . . x,]. The symmetric 
group 6, acts on R, via the permutations of indeterminates. We denote by 
A, the invariant subring R>. A, is decomposed into direct sums: 
k=C kaOAt, where Af: is the module of homogeneous invariants of 
degree k. For integers m, n with m 2 n 2 0, we define pn,,, : R, + R, to be 
the map given by p,,,(x,) = xi (id n) and p,,,(x,) = 0 (i > n). It is easy to 
see that p,,,(Ai) = A:. We define A“ = lirn, Af, and .4 = Ck+,,Ak. A, = A 
has the structure of a graded ring. We call an element of A a symmetric 
function (ofx). A is not dependent on the order of the sequence x. It only 
depends on x as a set. 
DEFINITION 1.4.1. Let r E hJ,. We define e, and h, to be the symmetric 
functions given by 
e,=e,(x)= 1 x1 xi;xi*. ... ‘Xi, 
AED,tX,=, i l i i2 -c < i, > 
EA 
h,=h,(x)= c XiEAr, 
acR,+ 
where xl=nisN XT (we use this notation later, too). Furthermore, for a 
partition I, we define sA = det(h,- i+i)l d i,jg ,gCnj (h, = 0 for I < 0) and call sA 
the Schur function corresponding to the partition A.. 
LEMMA 1.4.2. [18,1.(2.4)]. A = Z[e,, e,, . ..] and the ei are algebraically 
independent over Z. 
By 1.4.2, we can define a ring homomorphism o( = w,): A, + A, given 
by w(e,) = h,. 
LEMMA 1.4.3 [ 18, 1.(2.7)]. o is an involution (i.e., w* = id,). 
LEMMA 1.4.4 [ 18, 1.(3.3)]. {sl 1 A E Q; } is a Z-basis of Ak. 
Now let p E 9; and v E Q,- (k, 1~ kJ,). By 1.4.4, we can write 
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Since s, . s, E Ak + ‘, 11) #k + I implies ci,” =O. For arbitrary partitions A 
and p, we define 
Sdlp = c c;,,-S” 
YER- 
and call s,,, a skew Schur function corresponding to i and p. Then we have 
LEMMA 1.45 [18, 1.(5.4), (5.5), and (5.6)]. 
S i./~=det(h,,~.~i+j)l~i.j~?,=det(e;i~~~,~i+j)l~i,janl 
so that o(s~,~) = ~1,~. 
In particular, for k, ZE N, with k > Z, it holds that sk .E ,,,, E, = hk-, and 
that s,,,,, = ekP /. Note that snlo = sA for any partition 2. 
NOW we consider two sets of indeterminates x = x,, x2, . . . and 
y=y,,y,, .... We denote by (x, y) the set of indeterminates 
1 Xl, x25 ..., Y, 3 Y,, . ..>. 
LEMMA 1.4.6 [18,1.(5.9)]. Zf ;~ESZ-, then 
In particular, for r E N,, it holds that 
k-(x, Y) = 1 h/Ax) .h,(y). 
k+l=r 
LEMMA 1.4.7. For k E N,, it holds that 
h&-Y) = c s,dX) .s,(Y), IsLy 
where h,(x . y) stands for the image of hk(z) (z is another set of variables; 
z= {Zll, 212, . . . . z21, 222, .*. }) by the ring homomorphism A, -+ A,Q A.” given 
by zii H xi. yj (we use this notation later, too). 
Proof. By [18,1.(4.3), it holds that 
fl t1 -xiYj)-l= 1 s,k(x)esA(Y). 
1.j locr 
Since (1 - xi yj) ~ ’ = 1 + xi yj + x2 y,’ + . . . , we can get the formula com- 
paring the homogeneous part of degree 2 . k of both sides. Q.E.D. 
Similarly, we can prove the next lemma, from the equality 
lYIi,j(l +xiYj)-‘=C IsR- sA(x) .SZ(Y) (see Cl% 1.(4.3’)1). 
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LEMMA I-4.8. Let k be us above. We have ek(x .y) = CiGn,sn(x) *q(y). 
Now we consider the four sets of indeterminates x = xi, x2, . . . . 
5 = <,, <*, . . . . y =yi, y2, . . . . and q = qi, q2, . . . . Abusing the notation, we 
simply denote the involution idAx @ mt 0 idAy @ id,,, : A, @ /i, @I nY @ A,, + 
A,@Ac@Ay@A, by CO<. We also use the abused notation CO,,. 
PROPOSITION 1.4.9. Let k E NO. We hoe 
c h,(x.~).es(x.a).e,(~.~).j~(~.~) 
a+b+y+b=k 
= 1 1 Q/p(X) *Q(e) *S,,,(Y) *%(rl). 
1ER; p.vcl 
p,vssr 
Proof. By 1.4.7 and 1.4.8, for any fi E N,, we have 
o,e&-rl)=o, ( c Sk-) +r(s)) 
ieq 
=I~-Si(X).Si(~)=hg(X.tl). 
B 
Similarly, for y, 6 o N,, we have that w<e,(< -y)=h,(r -y) and that 
wg .co,,h6(< .q)=hJ(f .q). So we have 
WC’% ( c 
h,(x.y).es(x.tl).ey(e.y).h,(5.?) 
u+j3+y+6=k > 
= c h,(X.Y).hs(X.?).h,(5.Y).h,(~.?) 
a+B+y+6=k 
= 1 hk,(X-y,X-1).hk2(5.Y,t-tl) 
k,tkz=k 
= c hk,(X. (Y, rl)) .hk*(C. (Y9 rl)) 
k,+kz=k 
=og-wg (1 1 SA,JX) . sp(5) . S,,“(Y) . SAtl)). 
1 cl,” 
By 1.4.3, CO< . CO,, is an isomorphism. So we have the desired formula. 
Q.E.D. 
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Now let R be a commutative ring and F a finite free R-module of 
rank m. By [ 18, 1.(5.12)] and 1.3.11, we have the following formula. 
LEMMA 1.4.10. Let 1, p E 52 ~ with 11 p. We have 
rank L,, F = rank Kx,, F = q,,J Q ,), 
where so,, is the value of skew Schur function in m variables 
s;ilp(x,, . . . . x,) at x1 = ... = x, = 1 (we use this notation later). 
Proof: Each term of the equation is equal to the cardinality of the 
standard tableaux of shape A/p with values in an ordered basis of F. So we 
have the formula. Q.E.D. 
Since L, el F=AkF, L,,F=SkF, and Kk.E,F=DkF, we have 
rank SkF= rank D,F= hk(Qm) and rank AkF= e,(Q ,) 
for kE N,. 
Now let cp: F, + F, be a morphism of finite free R-module. We put 
rank Fi = mi (i = 0,l). For partitions II, p E D ~ with 1 c p, the rank of the 
underlying module of LIII, rp is calculated as follows (see [ 2, V. 1.141): 
rank LA,,, cp = c rankCL,,,Fo 0 Lnl., F, 1 
pcyci. 
= c Si.,,(Q *,I. s&Q ,,I. 
PCYCl 
In particular, we have 
rankS,(p= c rankS,F,,@A~F,= c h,(Q,,).e,(Q,,) 
i+j=k r+j=k 
rank Akq = 1 rank A’F,,@D,F, = c ei(Q,,) .h,(Q,,), 
ifj=k i+j=k 
where k is a nonnegative integer. 
LEMMA 1.4.11. Let q: F, + F,, and II/: G, --) G, be morphisms of finite 
free R-modules, so that cp @ $ is the complex 
We put rank Fi= mi and rank Gi=n, for i=O, 1. Let ke N,. We have 
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where Sk(cp 0 Ic/) on the left hand side is the extended symmetric power 
defined in Sect. 2. 
ProoJ: From (1.4.9) and (1.4.10), we have 
rank S,(rp 0 II/) = C rank CD,(F, C3 G1) @ Aa(F, c3 G,) 
a+B+y+6=k 
= c UQ,,,,) .e,(Q,,,).e,(Q,,,).h,(Q,,,,) 
r+B+y+cS=k 
= A&(rank L,cp). (rank LA+). 
k 
So the assertion is clear. Q.E.D. 
II. BASIC FACTS ON DETERMINANTAL IDEALS 
This chapter is devoted to introducing the basic facts on determinantal 
ideals. There is no new result in this chapter. Therefore almost all proofs 
are omitted. 
Throughout this chapter, R is a Noetherian ring with unit. Let m, n be 
positive integers and denote by S the polynomial ring over R with m . n 
variables xii for i = 1, . . . . m and j = 1, . . . . n. Then S = 0, 3 0 S, is a graded 
ring with deg(xV) = 1 for all i and j. Consider the m x n matrix (xii) with 
entries in S. We call such a matrix a generator matrix. For a positive 
integer t such that 1 < t < min(m, n), 1, is defined to be the ideal of S 
generated by all t-minors of (xii). We call such ideals determinantal ideals. 
For a non-negative integer r we denote by I,,, the homogeneous compo- 
nent I, n S,. Then there exist the decompositions 1, = @ rpO I,,, and 
WI, = Or20 SJI,,,. We call such quotient rings determinantal varieties. 
1. Homological Properties 
This section is devoted to the homological properties of determinantal 
ideals. As for the proofs of theorems, we refer to Hochster and Eagon [ 151 
and Svanes [26]. 
THEOREM 11.1.1 [15]. Let m, n, and t be positive integers such that 
1 < t < min(m, n). Then, 
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(1) proj. dim,(S/Z,)=grade(Z,)=(m-t+l)(n-t+l) 
(2) if R is a (normal) domain, then so is S/Z,. 
Theorem 11.1.1 implies that I, is perfect for any m, n, and t. Therefore 
S/Z, is Cohen-Macaulay when the coefficient ring R is Cohen-Macaulay. 
Remark 11.1.2. Let R be the integers iz. By Theorem 11.1.1, S/Z, is a 
torsion free Z-module. Therefore for any positive integer r, SJZ,. is a free 
Z-module. By this fact, it is easy to see that over an arbitrary commutative 
ring R, S,/Z,. is a finitely generated free R-module and rank,JS,/Z,,,) does 
not depend on R. 
DEFINITION 11.1.3. Let A = Brro A, be a Noetherian graded ring such 
that A, is a field, and M= eraq M, be a finitely generated graded 
A-module. Then define the PoincarP series F(M, A) of M to be the formal 
power series 
F(M,A)= f (dim,,M,).1’Ez[[A]]. 
r=q 
(When q = 0, it is well known that we can write F(M, A) in the form 
F( M, A) = 
P(M, 2) 
JJ:‘=, (1 -;lei)’ 
where P(M, A) is a polynomial in A with coefficients in Z.) 
Remark 11.1.4. Let R be a field. Then by Remark 11.1.2, the Poincare 
series F(S/Z,, A) does not depend on the coefficient field. 
THEOREM 11.1.5 [26]. Let R be a field. Then S/Z, is Gorenstein if and 
only ifm=n or t= 1. 
Our main object in this paper is the determinantal ideals such that 
m = n = t + 2. They are Gorenstein by Theorem 11.1.5. 
2. Canonical Modules 
Let A= Ora0 A, be a Noetherian graded ring. We denote by m the 
homogeneous ideal @ ,, 0 A,. 
Let M, N be graded A-modules and let a E Z. We denote by N(a) the 
graded A-module which coincides with N as the underlying A-module and 
whose grading is given by [N(a)lb = N,, b for all b E Z. Let Hom,(M, N), 
denote the abelian group of all the graded homomorphisms from M to 
N(a). We put Hom,(M, NJ= Noel Horn, (M, N), and consider it as a 
graded A-module with (Horn, (M, N),}Y, L as its grading. The derived 
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functors of Horn, ( , ) are denoted by Ext’,( , ). Since A is Noetherian, 
I&t: (M, N) = Exti (M, N) as the underlying A-module if M is a finitely 
generated graded A-module. Further M@N is defined to be the graded 
module OacH (M@NN),, where (M@N), is a A,-submodule of M@, N 
generated by @i+j=a M,@,, Nj. (Remember that there exists a canonical 
surjection MB,, N + MBA N.) The derived functors of @ is denoted by 
a:(, ). By definition mf(, ) is isomorphic to TorT( , ) as the under- 
lying A-module. If there is no possibility of confusion, we denote @ or 
&f(, ) simply by @ or Torf( , ). 
In the rest of this section we assume that A, is a field k. 
DEFINITION 11.2.1. For every integer i > 0, we put 
Ha ( ) = lim Ext> (A/m”, ) 
s 
and call it the ith local cohomology functor. 
DEFINITION 11.2.2. If dim(A) = d, we put 
the k-dual of the dth local cohomology group of A. As Hi(A) is an 
Artinian graded A-module, KA is a finitely generated graded A-module. 
We call KA the canonical module of A. As for the canonical modules, the 
following three propositions are well known. 
PROPOSITION 11.2.3 [ll, Proposition (2.1.3)]. Zf A is a Cohen-Mucauluy 
ring, then A is Gorenstein tf and only if K, N A(q) for some q E Z. 
Let T = @ ra 0 T, be also a Noetherian graded ring such that TO is k. 
PROPOSITION 11.2.4 [ 11, Proposition (2.2.9)]. Let f: T--P A be a 
homomorphism of graded k-algebras. We assume that T is Cohen-Macaulay 
and that A is a finite T-module. (We do not assume that f is injective.) Zf we 
put e = dim(T) - dim(A), then 
K, = &;(A, Kr). 
PROPOSITION II.25 [25, Theorem 4.41. Let A be Cohen-Macauluy and 
dim(A) = d; then 
F(K,,l)=(-l)dF A,; . 
( > 
Remark 11.2.6. Suppose m = n and R is a field k. Since S/Z, is 
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Gorenstein (Theorem 11.1.5), K,,, = (S/Z,)(p) for some integer p E Z. Then 
p does not depend on the coefficient field k, because the Poincare series 
FWs,,, 9 2) is independent of k by Remark 11.1.4 and Proposition 11.2.5. 
3. Minimal Free Resolutions and Betti Numbers 
DEFINITION 11.3.1. Let P. be a graded S-free resolution of S/I,. We say 
that P. is minimal when all entries of all boundary maps of P. are contained 
in I,. 
When R is a field, it is well known that there exists a minimal free resolu- 
tion of S/I, (for instance, see [20]). In the late 1970s Lascoux [17] gave 
an explicit description of minimal free resolutions of S/Z, for any m, n, and 
t, when R contains the field of rational numbers Q (he used the standard 
classical representation theory of general linear groups). But over an 
arbitrary commutative ring R, the existence of minimal free resolutions is 
not known in general. (If t = min(m, n), such resolutions were constructed 
by Eagon and Northcott [9], Buchsbaum, and Rim, separately. If 
m = n = t + 1, the Gulliksen-Negafd complex [ 131 is so. More generally 
Akin, Buchsbaum, and Weyman [ 1 ] constructed minimal free resolutions 
when t + 1 = min(m, n). It is easy to see that we can construct minimal free 
resolutions if t = 1 by the Koszul complex. Recently Hashimoto [ 141 has 
shown that there do not exist minimal free resolutions in general.) 
DEFINITION 11.3.2. For a non-negative integer r, Torf (S/Z,, S/Z,) 
is a finitely generated R-module. When R is a domain, we call 
rank,(Tors(S/Z,, S/I,)) the rth Betti number of S/Z,. 
Remark 11.3.3. By Theorem 11.1.1, if there exists a minimal free 
resolution when R is the integers Z, then we can construct minimal free 
resolutions over an arbitrary commutative ring R. 
Next we give the equivalent condition for existence of minimal free 
resolutions. Let R be the integers Z. We denote by [F, the prime field of 
characteristic p > 0. 
PROPOSITION 11.3.4 [24, Proposition 2 of Chap. 43. For any fixed 
integers m, n, t and i satisfying i > 0 and 1 < t < min(m, n), the following 
conditions are equivalent : 
(1) There exists a graded free complex Pi+ 1 * Pi 5 . . . + 
P, 3 P, such that P,+1 + . . + P, + P, 5 S/I, + 0 is exact for some 
graded homomorphism a, and the entries of a,, . . . . ai+ 1 are contained in I,. 
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(2) For any 
(SIIl)C3 Fp) does 
over Z.) 
integer q satisfying 0 6 q < i, dim 3 Tori@ 3 ((S/Z,) @ F*, 
not depend on p. (Tensor products above are defined 
(3) 
module. 
For any integer q satisfying 0 <q< i, Tort (S/Z,, SJZ,) is a z-free 
Proof: (1) * (2) is obvious by Theorem 11.1.1. 
We now show that (2)* (3). Suppose that there exists q such that 
0 <q < i and Tori (S/Z,, S/Z,) is not Z-free. We assume that 
Torf (S/Z,, S/Z,) is Z-free for 0 < r < q. Let 6. be a graded finite free resolu- 
tion of S/Z,. We denote by Q. the Z-free complex G. @ s (S/Z,). (Remember 
that each Qj is a finite free Z-module.) Then it is easy to see that 
TorT(S/Z,, S/Z,)=Z-Z,(Q.) and Tor%‘Fp ((S/Z,)@F,, (S/Z,)@IF,)= 
H,(CI. 60 F,,) for any integer j, because k. 0 IF, is a graded free resolution 
of (S/Z,)@ IF,, by Theorem 11.1.1. 
At first suppose q =O. By the argument above we have 
ZZO( a.) (8 IF, = ZZ,( 0 @ IF,). By our assumption dim, ZZ,,( Q. 8 IF,) does not 
depend on p. This implies that ZZ,(CI.) is Z-free. Contradiction. 
Second suppose q > 0. We define Zj = ker( Qj + Qj- 1 ) for each positive 
integer j, and 2, = Q,. Since H,(Q.) is Z-free for 1 < r c q, 
0 + Z,@ IF, --) Q,@ IF, + Q,-, 8 IF, is exact for any p. Therefore 
H&&p. @ lFp) is equal to ZZ,(a.) 8 5, for any p. Hence H&Q.) is Z-free. 
Contradiction. 
Next we show (3) * (1) by induction on i. Suppose i = 0. Then, it 
is easy to see that there exists such a complex. Suppose i> 0 and 
Pi-+ Pi-, + . .. + P, + P, is a complex such that the condition of (1) is 
satisfied and Torf (S/Z,, S/Z,) is Z-free. Choose P. such that rank, (Pi) is 
minimum. Let Fi+ 1 be a finite graded S-free module such that 
Fi+, &+I , p,2.!+ pie1 is a graded exist sequence. Then 
Fi, ,/I, . Fi, 1 “’ ) Pi/Z, . Pi + Torf (S/Z,, S/Z,) + 0 
is exact (Ji+l is the morphism induced by a,+r). Let K be Im(Ji+ i). 
Obviously K is a graded Z-free module. By our assumption of the 
minimality of rank(PJ, it is easy to check that K= 0. Therefore 
Fi+, +pi+ ... -bP, is a complex such that the condition of (1) is 
satisfied. Q.E.D. 
Remark 11.3.5. In order to show the existence of a minimal free resolu- 
tion of S/Z,, we have only to show that all Betti numbers do not depend 
on p. 
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4. Depth Sensitivity 
This section is devoted to depth sensitivity. For details we refer to [4]. 
Let A be a Noetherian commutative ring with unit. 
PROPOSITION 11.4.1 [6, Proposition 2.11. Let I be an ideal of A and 
suppose that we have a cohomology finctor { Ti} from the category of 
finitely generated A-modules into itseEf, such that 
(1) T’(r) = rfor every homothety r in A 
(2) To(M) = 0 if and only if supp(A/Z) n Ass(M) = @ 
(3) SUPP( T’(M)) c Supp(A/Z). 
Then for each A-module M such that M/Z. M# 0, depth(Z, M) is the 
smallest integer d such that Td(M) # 0. 
Remark 11.4.2. Let P. be a graded free resolution of S/Z,. We define 
T’( -)=H,,- f + r )(n _ f + 1) _ i( P. 0 - ). See Proposition 11.4.4, replacing Z 
by I,, and A by S. By the perfectness of I, (Theorem 11.1.1) and the Acyclic 
Lemma [S], it is easy to check that our cohomology functor 
H,,- , + I JCn _ , + r) _ i (P. @ - ) satisfies the three conditions of Proposi- 
tion 11.4.1. Hence for any finitely generated S-module M, we obtain the 
equality 
We call such properties depth sensitivity of resolutions of perfect ideals. 
5. The First Syzygies of Determinantal Ideals 
This section is devoted to the first syzygies of determinantal ideals. For 
the proof of the theorem, we refer to [16]. 
It is easy to see that over an arbitrary coefficient ring R there exists a 
graded exact sequence 
S(-t)@4 S(O)% s/z,- 0, 
where /I1 = (y) . (7) is the number of t-minors of the m x n-matrix (x,), and 
a, is the projection and 8, sends each basis element of S( - t)BI to a t-minor 
of (xij). 
THEOREM 11.5.1 [16]. For any integers m, n, and t, and an arbitrary 
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commutative ring R, the relation module on I, is generated by degree 1 
relations on t-minors of (xii). 
In short, there exist j12 and a2 sfich that 
S( - t - 1 )fl’ a2, S( - tp 3 S(0) ao, S/I, - 0 . . . (*) 
is exact. (The entries of a, and a2 are contained in I, .) 
Remark 11.52. Let R be the integers Z. Look at the degree t + 1 
component of the exact sequence (*), 
SOS’ (ah+ l ) Sf’ (ah+1 bS (ad,+ 1 1+1 * s*+1/I*,*+l +o. 
Since St+ &+ 1 is Z-free, so is Ker((a,),+ 1). Let r = rank,(Ker((a,),+ i)). 
Then we have another exact sequence 
S(-t-lpi S(-tpa S(O)~S/I,+O 
whose degree t + 1 component is the following exact sequence: 
o-bs;, (ai)r+’ , Sf’ (a’h+’ *St+, (ao)r+’ , s,+l/I,,,+l+o. 
When R is a field k, the exact sequences above implies that 
r = dim,(Torf (S/I,, S/I,)). Therefore the second Betti number does not 
depend on ch(k) for any m, n, and t. 
6. Linear Complexes 
Assume that there exists a minimal free resolution P. of S/I* for certain 
m, n, and t over a certain coefficient ring R. It is easy to see that P, = S(0) 
and pl=S(-t)(y)‘(:). Since P. is minimal, there exist integers /Iii such 
that P, is written in the form @jjai+,- i S( -j)su for each i> 0. We put 
Xi= S( -i- t + l)Bii+l-l for each positive integer i. By definition Xi is a 
direct ;ummand of Pi. Let 8;s be boundary maps of P., where 
pi+l + Pi. Then by the minimality of P., ai+ ,(Xi+ i) c Xi is satisfied 
for any positive integer i. Therefore {Xi} i, ,, is a subcomplex of P.. We call 
this subcomplex the linear complex. We denote by di the restriction of ai 
to x;. 
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Remark 11.6.1. By the minimality of P. we obtain the exact sequences 
Cxi+l)i+t txi)i+ f Cxi- l)i+t 
for each i > 2. 
DEFINITION 11.6.2 [ 1, Remark 3.19). Let F and G be finitely generated 
free R-modules of rank m and n, respectively. For a positive integer i, we 
define a graded S-module Xf (m, n) to be the kernel of the map 
S(-i-t+ l)@A’~‘(F@G)@A’F@A’G 
“-I * S(-i-t+ 1)@Ai-2(F@G)@S,+1(F@G), 
(the above map is induced by the composition 
A’-‘(F@G)@A’F@A’G IBar+ Ai-‘(FOG)@S,(F@G) 
d Aip2(FxG)&S,+,(F@G), 
where c1 is the canonical embedding A’F@ A’G + S,(F@ G) (see Sect. 1 of 
Chapter III) and 8 is the Koszul map, that is, the differential of the Koszul 
complex A(F@ G) 0 S(F@ G), and all tensor product are defined over R). 
If no confusion is possible, we denote Xl (m, n) simply by Xf . 
Furthermore, for a positive integer i, a graded S-module Zi(m, n) is 
defined to be the kernel of the map 
S(-i-t+ 1)0/i’-‘(F@G)@A’F@A’G 
s’pl+ S(-i-t+ 1)@A’-*(F@G)@L,F@L2G 
(the above map is induced by the composite map 
Aip’(F@G)@A’F@A’G ‘@‘+ Ai-2(F@G)@F@G@A’G@A’F 
r Ai-2(F@G)QA*F@F@A’GQG 
l@di(F)@di(G), Aip2(F@G)@LlF@L,G, 
where A is the diagonalization, T is an appropriate twisting, and L,( - ) is 
the Schur functor corresponding the partition A = (t, 1)). If no confusion is 
possible, we denote Zf (m, n) simply by Z:. 
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Remark 11.6.3. (Xj}j,O and (Z:)i,o have the structure of a complex. 
In fact consider the commutative diagrams 
o--* x; - ~(-~-~)~~‘(FoG)~,‘~~,A’G - SC-l-r)BS,+,(F@G) 
A’; - S(-f)@,n’F@A’G *O 
I I Zi - S(-~-~)BA'(F~G)~A'F~A'G - S(-~-I)@&F@,~G 
o--+ z; A S(-f)@A'F@A'G + 4 
where the vertical maps are induced by the Koszul map 
S(-i-t)@k(F@G) loA ) S(-i-t)@(F@G)@A’(F@G) 
lca4c31 + S(-i-t)@S,@An’-‘(FOG) 
m@l ) S(-i-t+l)@/l-‘(FBG). 
(4 is the generic map, i.e., letting {fl, . . . . f,,,} and {g,, . . . . g,} be free bases 
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of F and G, respectively, I$ : F@ G + S, is defined by d(fi Q gj) = xii for all 
i and j; m is the multiplication of S). By the definition of Xi and Zi, the 
horizontal sequences are exact. Therefore the diagrams above give the 
structure of graded complexes to Xf = {Xi } i, 0 and Z! = {Z :} i, 0. 
In the rest of this section, let R be the integers Z or a field k. In this case 
both X! and Z! are graded free complexes. 
PROPOSITION 11.6.4 [l, Remark 3.191. For any m, n, and t, there exist 
exact sequences 
o-+x:+, *:+‘+zf+* ~:+Q-;+Lo...(#) 
for each i > 0 (we regard Xh+ ’ as 0). Moreover these exact sequences induce 
the exact sequence of complexes 
O-+X.~+h.f+%!+‘-+O. 
Sketch of Prooj By definition it is obvious that Xi+ i is included in 
Zf+1 for any m, n, t, i. We define CI~+ i to be the inclusion. By Cauchy’s 
formula [2, Theorem III.lA], qf is decomposed as 
S(-i-t)@Ai(F@G)@A’F@A’G 
” b S(-i-t)@A’-‘(F@G)QS,+,(F@G) 
m S(-i-t)@A’-‘(FOG)@ S,+IV’QG) 
Ar+‘FQAt+‘G 
where y is the projection. Therefore it is easy to see that <f(Z,l+ ,) is 
included in S(-i-t)@Ai-1(F@G)@A’+1F@,4r+‘G. Since <! and q! are 
induced by a Koszul map, we obtain cft: 0 r,‘(Zf+ i) = 0. This implies that 
[:(Zf+,) is included in A’:“. /I:+ i is defined to be the restriction of <: to 
z:+ 1’ 
By using decomposition techniques similar to those in [3], one can 
prove the exactness of (# ). It is easy to check that they induce the exact 
sequences of the graded complexes. Q.E.D. 
Now, let us consider the graded S-free complex X!. By the definition of 
Xf, Xi is S( - t) @ A’FO A’G and Xi is the graded S-free module generated 
by degree 1 relations on t-minors of (xii). Moreover by a diagram chasing 
argument, we obtain the exact sequences 
o-*(xl+l)i+I'(Xffi+t~(X:-,I)i+I 
for all i b 2. (The exact sequence above is the degree i + t component of 
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the graded complex X!. Compare these exact sequences with the exact 
sequences in Remark 11.6.1.) 
Remark 11.65 Let R be the integers Z or a field k. Suppose that there 
exists a minimal free resolution for certain integers m, n, and 1. Then by the 
argument as above, the linear complex must be isomorphic to X! as graded 
S-free complex. 
Therefore we call X! a linear complex, too. 
III. CAUCHY FORMULA FOR S(cp@$) 
In this chapter, any Hopf algebra A = xi, jEZ A; is a commutative Hopf 
algebra in the category Gi which satisfies the following conditions: 
(1) A: is a finite free R-module for each i, j E Z. 
(2) A;=0 unless (i,j)E Ni. 
(3) A0 = R and uA is the canonical inclusion. E* is the canonical pro- 
jection, where uA and Ed are the unit morphism and the co-unit morphism, 
respectively. 
Note that the tensor product of two Hopf algebras is again a Hopf algebra 
in the above sense. For a finite free R-module F, we let A’F (resp. DiF) be 
degree (i, 0) (resp. (i, i)) so that AF (resp. DF) is commutative. 
1. Pairings 
DEFINITION 111.1.1. Let A and B be Hopf algebras, and let C be 
a commutative algebra in the category Gi. For a morphism 
Q~Horn~; (A @ B, C) and ie No, we denote by $(i) the composite map 
TiA@TiB=A@ ... @A@B@ .-. @B-T A@B@ ... @A@B 
DEFINITION 111.1.2. Let A, B, and C be as above. 4 E HomG: (A@ B, C) 
is called a pairing of Hopf algebras if the following diagram is commutative: 
A@A@B id@‘An) A@IA@B@B+‘=~ A@B@B 
I 
mAWid 
I 
d(2) 
I 
id@mg 
A@B” C + 0 A @ B. 
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LEMMA 111.1.3. Let A, B, and C be as above, and let 4: AQ B+ C be a 
pairing of Hopf algebras. Then the following diagram is commutative: 
AQAQBQB- id@‘88 AQAQBQBSAQAQBQB 
I 
q A@id 
I 
4<2> 
I 
DABid 
AQAQBQB +<2> ) c 4<2> Y AQAQBQB. 
Proof. We show the commutativity of the left rectangle. The proof for 
the right one is quite similar, so we omit it. For this purpose, it suffices to 
show that both 4(2)o(idQ8.) and 4(2)0(0.Qid) agree with the 
composite map 
AQAQBQB Aa@id@id@Aa+ AQAQAQBQBQB- C. 
But this is clear from the commutativity of the following diagram: 
AQAQAQBQB LAQBQAQAQB id@At AQBQAQAQBQB 
I 
idC3m@id 
I 
id@m@id 
(a)  (b)  
d@P<2> 
- 
AQAQBQB LAQBQAQB 
B@d , I 
CQC 
I 
id@m@ld (C) 
I 
id@m@id (*I 
I 
mc2>69r 
AQAQBQBQB & AQBQBQAQB A@‘id> AQAQBQBQAQB. 
The commutativities of (a) and (c) follow from the naturality of the 
twisting morphism T. The commutativities of (b) and (d) follow from the 
definition of a pairing of Hopf algebra. 
DEFINITION 111.1.4. Let A, B, and C be Hopf algebras, and 
#whom,; (AQ B, C). We say that 4 is a Cauchy pairing if 4 is a 
homomorphism of coalgebras and a pairing of Hopf algebras, and if 
#(A’QB’)=Ofor i,jEN, with i#j. 
LEMMA 111.1.5. Let A, A’, B, B’, and C be Hopf algebras, and 
$:AQB+C be a Cauchy pairing. Zf a:A’+A and p:B’+B are 
homomorphisms of Hopf algebras, then the composite map $0 (u QB): 
A’ Q B’ + C is also a Cauchy pairing. 
Proof: Easy. 
LEMMA 111.1.6. Let A, A’, B, B’, C, and C’ be Hopf algebras, and 
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4 : A 8 B + C and 4’: A’ @ B’ + c’ be Cauchy pairings. Then the composite 
map 
is also a Cauchy pairing. 
Proof: Easy. 
Now let F and G be finite free R-modules. We define the morphism 
4” = @(F, G): AF@ AG + S(F@ G) given by 
4”(fl A *.. AfkQgl * ... A gk)=(-l)k(k-1)‘2det(f,0gj)lgi,jSk 
for k E N, and fi, . . . . fk E F and g,, . . . . gk E G, and @(AiF@ A’G) = 0 for 
i#j. We denote the restriction of 4” to AkF@ AkG by 4:. 
LEMMA 111.1.7. Let F and G be as above and kE N,. The diagram 
AkF@ AkG ’ b S,(F@G) 
I 
A@A A 
i 
TkF@ T,G L Tk(F@ G) 
is commutative, where we are assuming that T,F, T,G, T,(F@G), 
Sk(F@ G) are of degree (k, 0), (k, 0), (2k, 0), (2k, 0), respectively. 
Proof: Straightforward computation will show that the element 
fi A .-. hfk@)gl A '.- A gk E AkFQ AkG iS IIXqXd t0 
(-1) k(k- 1)/2 o;Gk(-l)"'(fd&Ld@ ...s(f~k~'grk)ETk(F8G) 
by both To (A @A) and do&f. So the assertion is clear. 
4: is characterized as the universal natural transformation which makes 
the diagram in the above lemma commutative. (In fact, if R= Z, 
A S(FC3 G) : S,(F@ G) + T,(F@ G) is injective. So such a morphism is 
unique.). 
We now consider two actions of G;k to TkF for kE N,. For 0E 6k 
and fi, . . ..fkeF. we set a(f,@ ... @fk)=fo-ll@ ... @fo-tk or 
O(fi@ *.. @f.k)=(-l)u'f&l@ '.. @fa-lk. T,F with the former action is 
denoted by T: F and TkF with the latter action is denoted by T; F. 
Hence, if k = 0, both T; F and T: F are R with no action. 
LEMMA 111.1.8. Let kE N,. 
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(i) (T:F)Gk=Im(d: DkF+ T,F) 
(ii) If 2 is a non-zerodivisor in R, then (T; F)C’, = Im(d: AkF+ TkF). 
Proof We show (ii). If k = 0, there is nothing to prove. We assume 
that kE N. It follows that (T; F)“k=, Im(A: AkF+ T,F) from the 
cocommutativity of the comultiplication of AF. We have to 
show (T; F)“k c Im(d: AkF + T,F) holds. We take an ordered basis 
X=(x1< ... <x,) (m=rank F) of F. (xi,@ ... @x,1 1 <ij<m 
(1 <j < k)} is an ordered basis of TkF with the lexicographic order. Let a 
be an element of (T; F)“k. We show that a E Im A,, by induction on the 
largest basis element which appears in a with a non-zero coefficient. Let 
xil 0 . . . @xi, be the largest basis element and c be its coefficient in a. By 
the assumption on a, it holds that 
So i, > i, > . . . > i,. But if the equality occurs somewhere, say ii = ij+ 1, 
then c= -c, since a = (ijij+ i) .a by assumption. Since 2 is a non- 
zerodivisor in R, it is a contradiction. So we have i, > i, > ... > i,. Now 
consider the element a’ = a - c . dAF(xil A ... A xc). a’ is an element of 
tT;FICk, and the largest basis element which appears in a’ with non-zero 
coefficient is smaller than xi, @ . . . @ xi,. So a’ E Im A,, by assumption of 
induction. This shows that a E Im A,,. The proof for (i) is quite similar, so 
we omit it. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 111.1.9. Let F and G be finite R-modules, and kE IV,. Then there 
exist universal natural transformations 4; = 4: (F, G), $,” = $,” (F, G), and 
q?,” = $f (F, G) which make the diagrams 
commutative uniquely, where we are assuming that T: F and T: G are 
of degree (k, k), Tk F and Tk G are of degree (k, 0), Ak(F@G) and 
T; (F’o G) are of degree (2k, k), and Dk(F@ G) and T: (F@ G) are of 
degree (2k, 2k). 
Proof The bottom arrow T of each diagram is a homomorphism of 
6,-module. So the assertion follows from (111.13) easily. Q.E.D. 
We define 4” =&‘(F, G): DF@ AG + A(FgG) as the map given by 
4”=4,” on DkF@AkG and 4”(DiF@AjG)=0 for i#j. $“=$“(F,G): 
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AF@DG+A(F@G) and $D=$D(F,G):DF@DG+D(F@G) are 
defined in a similar way. 
Let us set 
Gi,j={oEG;i+jlal< ... <oi,a(i+l)< ... <o(i+j)} 
for i, j E fV,. Note that the comultiplications of SF and AF are given by 
dSF(fi . ..fk) 
where keN and fi, . . ..fkEF. 
LEMMA III. 1.10. Let F be a finite free R-module and i, j E N,. The 
following diagrams are commutative : 
SiFQ SjF mSF Si+jF AiF@ AjF A A’+‘F 
DiF@ DjF mDF Di+jF 
where the vertical arrows of each diagram are diagonalizations, and all tensor 
functors are graded so as to all arrows are homogeneous. We assume that 
C,, GiS,o is the identity map if i = j = 0. 
ProojI Straightforward computation using the above remark shows the 
commutativity of the last two diagrams. The commutativity of the first 
diagram is clear, since it consists of universally free functors and universal 
morphisms, and it agrees with the first diagram (up to grading) if R = Q. 
PROPOSITION 111.1.11. @, qV’, II/“, and $” are Cauchy pairings. 
Proof: We show only that #’ is a Cauchy pairing. The proofs for the 
others are quite similar. 
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First, we want to show that 4” is a homomorphism of coalgebras. 
For this purpose, it is sufficient to show that the following diagram is 
commutative for all i, j E N,. 
/ii+iFBAi+JG 
6+, 
)  Si+j(FQ G) 
I 
AAFQAC ASCFOGI 
I 
(*I 
A’FQA’GQA’FQA’GX S,(FQG)QS,(FQG) 
Since the above diagram (*) is universal, we may assume that R = Z. 
From (111.1.7), the whole rectangle and the lower rectangle of the following 
diagram are commutative: 
Ai+jFQAi+jG 8+, ) Si+j(FQ G) 
I 
AAFBAG 
I 
ASV@Gl 
A’FQA’GQA’FQA’G ‘s@‘Bs) S,(FQG)QS,(FQG) 
I 
A@AC3A@A 
I 
ABA 
TiFQ T,GQ TjFQ T,G = T,(FQ G)Q T,(FQ G) 
Since AQA: S,(FQG)QS,(FQG)-+ T,(FQG)Q Tj(FQG) is injective, 
the diagram (*) is commutative. Hence, 4” is a homomorphism of 
coalgebra. 
Next, we show that q5” is a pairing of Hopf algebra. We may assume that 
R = 7. Consider the diagram 
/i’+it;Q/i’+JG ‘T,T~FQ T,:+,G- 
I 
m@id 
(a) I 
L3,,,mu 
A’FQ AjFQ A’+‘G - T,:FQ T,-FQ T,<,G 
I 
id@A 
I 
z 
(b) 
AiFQAjFQAiGQA’G- T;FQ TJyFQ T,:GQ TJyG 
I 
cd~@J~;l~~ 
I 
T 
Cc) 
(e)  
Si(FQG)Qsj(FQG) -  T+(FQG)QT,+(FQG) 
I 
m Cd) I IL E G,,, c7 
Si+j(FQ G) ’ Tl++JFQ G) - 
where i,je No. Since R = Z, AiCjG = (T1<JG)Gz+~. From this fact and 
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(III.l.lO), (a) and (d) commute. (b) commutes from the coassociativity 
of A,,. (c) is commutative, since qP is a homomorphism of coalgebra. 
(e) is also commutative, since T: T,;,.FQTl<,Gi T,?+,(F@G) is a 
homomorphism of Gi+j-module. 
So it is easy to check that (f) of the following diagram is commutative: 
/iiFQAjFQ,f’+‘G idmA, A’FQ,+FQAiGQ,niG (AQid /i’+‘FQ)n’GQA’G 
I m@id 
A”iFQ A’+‘G 
(0 
I 
rS<2> (d 
#S 
I idOm 
6 
bSi+j(FQ G) c------- 
A’+‘FQA’+‘G 
The commutativity of (g) is shown similarly. Since (f) and (g) are 
commutative, 4” is a pairing of Hopf algebras. Hence, 4” is a Cauchy 
pairing. Q.E.D. 
2. Cauchy Formula for S(q @ $) 
Let rp : F, -+ F, and $ : G, + G,, be morphisms of finite free R-module. 
Acp, A+, and S(cp O$) are graded in the manner mentioned in Sect. 2 of 
Chap. I. 
DEFINITION 111.2.1. We define a natural transformation 8 = 8((p, $): 
Aq 0 A@ + S(q 8 @) as the composite morphism 
From (III.l.S), (111.1.6), and (III.l.ll), 6 is a Cauchy pairing, since A,,, 
A nS, and T are homomorphisms of Hopf algebras. Clearly, 8 is universal. 
Furthermore, we have 
LEMMA 111.2.2. 8 is a chain map. 
Proof We have to show that as(rpB+J 0 e=eoa,,,.,. Since all of the 
morphisms we are considering are universal, we may assume that R = Z. 
Since 0 is a homomorphism of coalgebras, the following diagram is 
commutative for k E N ,,: 
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Here 13~ is the restriction of 8 to AkqQ A”$. Since AsCVBJI, and AnVB,,+ 
are chain maps, and A,(,@ ILj iS injeCtiVe, ek iS a chain map. Hence, 8 iS alSO 
a chain map. 
Let AEQ,+. We define 8,: nj.soon,~ + S,(q@$) to be the restriction 
Of 8(q): T,(@)@ T&n+) + s,(q@$), where q=lg(l). We alSO define 
67 4:, II/:> and $p in a similar way. 
DEFINITION 111.2.3. Let kE N, and AE Sz,. We define M”(8) = 
M”(B)(cp, II/) and k”(8) = &“(Q)(cp, @) as subcomplexes of S,(cp @ +) 
given by 
M”(8)= 1 Im 8, and u”(Q) = C Im 8,. 
pER;.p>i pER,J,p>l 
We also define M”(@j, &“(@), M’(qP), fi”(&‘), M”($“), a’(+“), 
M”(iJD) and A$“($“) in a similar way. 
LEMMA 111.2.4. Let k E N, and 2~ ~2: with lg(l) = q. Zf CJ E 6,, the 
following diagram is commutative : 
Here (T. i is the sequence (AO1, . . . . I,,) and TO-I is the restriction of the 
action of 0-l @ 0-l to T,(Aq) @ T&A@) via twisting. 
Proof. Trivial from the naturality of T and the commutativity of the 
multiplication of S(cp @ II/). 
LEMMA 111.2.5. Let kE N,. It holds that MWk(0) = sk(q@ II/). Hence, 
sk(q@@) admits afiltration {M”(f9)}2,,t. 
Proof: By definition, S,(cp @ II/) is the direct sum 
c ~~(~~QG,)QAB(~,QG,)QA,(F,QG,)QD,(F,~G,). 
a+j3+y+6=k 
So it suffices to prove that S,(F08 G,)@ As(F, @ GO)@ A,(FO@G,)@ 
D,(F, @ G,) is contained in M”“(0) for each M, /I, y and 6. Since the multi- 
plications of S,(F, 0 G,), As(F, 0 G,), and A,,(F,,@ G,) are surjective, it is 
sufficient to prove: 
D,(F, 0 G,) = 1 e,P,F, QD,Gl) = M”6($D)(F,, G,). (*) 
PER; 
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In fact, if (*I is true, S,(F,QGG,)QAa(F,QG,)QA,(F,QG,)Q 
DdF1 QG1) is contained in ~leR~,,g~l~,a+B+v Im On. 
We show (*). Let X=(x1, ..!,x,) (resp. Y= {JJ,, . . . . v,}) be a basis 
of F, (resp. G,). A basis element of Ds(F1 @G,) is written as 
n7-i n,“=i (XiOJ’j)(“‘~j), where v=(vi,i, . . . . ~i,~, . . . . v,,i, . . . . v,,,)E~$ and 
(xi@.vyi)(yi.j) is the vi,jth divided power of x,@yj (see, for example, [2]). It 
is easy to check that $~(xj”@.yj”) = (x~@~~)“’ for any r E N,. So this 
basis element is contained in Im #,(I;,, G,). From (111.2.4), Im t,&,(F,, G,) 
= O,(D,F,Q&G,) = &(&F,QDaG,) = CpEn; 8,(D,F,QD,,G,). 
Therefore, (*) is true and we have completed the proof. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 111.2.6. Let 1 E 52, and p E S,(n). The following diagram 
is commutative : 
is commutative, since O(Aicp 8 A’$) = 0 for i, jc N, with i #j. The proposi- 
tion follows from the commutativity of this diagram. 
We are now ready to state the Cauchy formula for S(cp @ $). 
THEOREM 111.2.7 (Cauchy formula for S(cp@$)). Let kE NO, and 
q:F,+F,, and tj:G,+GO be morphisms of finite free R-modules. If 
i E 52,) O1 induces the isomorphism of complex PA: Llcp 6 Ln$ + 
M”(e)/&f”(f3) which makes the following diagram commutative: 
AacpQAa+ ‘* -W(e) 
I 
404 
I 
vj 
LarpQLa@ p1 * M”(e)/ni”(e). 
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Hence, the associated graded complex of the filtration { M”(B)},,,~ is 
c lea; L,cpQLAll/. 
Proof: From (1.3.11), the kernel of the map d,(cp)@d,($) is 
Im q ,(Acp)@A,ll/ + A,cp@Im q ,(A+). From (111.2.6), we have 
~p~~;~,~,(~p~QIm ~~W)+Im ~~(&)Q~,Il/)~~“(~), 
since Im 8, = Im 0j from (111.2.4), and i > A for p E s,(A). Hence, 8, 
induces flA. By definitions of MA(e) and a”(e), proj. o 8, is surjective. So 
bn is also surjective. We know 
rank S,(cp@+)=rank c L,cpOL,$ 
[ lecq 1 
from (1.4.11). So bn must be an isomorphism for each 1. The last assertion 
is now clear. 
Remark 111.2.8. We have the Cauchy formula for S(F@G) 
[2, Theorem 111.1.41, by letting cp = 0 + F and $ = 0 + G in the theorem. 
We also have the Cauchy formula for A(F@ G) [2, Theorem 111.2.41, by 
letting cp = 0 + F and $ = G +O in the theorem. In fact, q5; and $f agree 
with the pairings which appear in Chapter III of [2] up to sign. 
COROLLARY 111.2.9 (Cauchy formula for D(F@ G)). Let kE N,, and 
F and G be finite free R-modules. Then for A E Q; , $ f: induces the 
isomorphism Bf: : KA F@ K, G + M”(I,~~)/~~*(II/~) which makes the following 
diagram commutative: 
D,F@ D,G 
+n” 
-M”($D) 
I 
di@di 
I 
proj. 
K,FQ K,G ” ) M”(ll/“)/ti”($“). 
Hence, the associated graded module of the fj:ltration {M”(I,~~)},,,; is 
c ,tefir KnFQfGG. 
ProoJ: Let cp = F-P 0 and $ = G + 0 in the theorem 8 is merely $” in 
this case. So the corollary is clear. 
IV. THE LOWER SYZYGIES OF DETERMINANTAL IDEALS 
Throughout this chapter, R is a commutative ring with unit F and G are 
free R modules of rank m and n, respectively. S, Si, A, and Ai stand 
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for S(F@G), Si(F@G), A(F@G), and A’(F@G), respectively. So 
S = S(F@ G) is a graded polynomial ring in m . n variables over R with 
each variable being of degree one as in Chapter II. We denote by I,( c S) 
the determinantal ideal for any t with 1~ t < min(m, n). 
The main purpose of this chapter is to calculate the third and fourth 
Betti numbers of S/I, in the case m = n = t + 2. More generally, we show 
that the third Betti numbers do not depend on the characteristic of 
the ground field, if t =min(m, n)-2. For the fourth Betti numbers, we 
need more calculation. The complete proof of the independence of the 
characteristic will be given in Chapter V. 
1. The Filtration of Koszul Complex f ‘,’ 
It is well-known that the Koszul complex S(idFBG) = SO A is the 
minimal free resolution of S/I,. Hence, we have 
Tor,S(S/Zt, S/II) z Hi-l(It 8s SW,,,)) 
as graded S-module for iE N, where H, is the homology with the grading. 
DEFINITION IV.l. 1. We denote the graded S-complex I, Bs S(id,, G) 
by f’. We denote the degree r part of f’ (in the usual S-grading) by $‘v” 
for r E fU,. Hence 9’~~ is an R-complex given by 
where I,,i is the degree i part of I,. We denote the graded S-complex 
I, @s S(id,@id,) by 3’. The degree r part of 3’ is denoted by 3’3’. 
By definition, /‘v’ (resp. 3”qr) is a subcomplex of Sr(idFBG) (resp. 
S,(id,@idc)). Since f’= I,@A and I’= I,@A (23 A(F@ G) @D(F@ G), 
we may assume that %’ c 3’ as an S-complex. 
We denote the partition (t, 1, 1, . . . . 1) E a; by oI,, for t E l+J and r 2 t. 
Lr-t J 
LEMMA IV.1.2. Let rE NO. ff,’ and I&T are universally free R-com- 
plexes (i.e., R-complexes consisting of universally free modules and universal 
boundary maps). 
Proof: It is sufficient to show that I,,r is universally free and the canoni- 
cal injection I,,, 4 S,(FO G) is universal. But this is easy from (11.1.2). 
Remark IV.1.3. We may assume that 9’ and 3’ are objects of V (see 
Chapter I) so that f’ and 2’ are subobjects of S(id,@,) and S(id,@id,), 
respectively. Note that f”’ and 2’*’ are of degree 2 .r part of $@’ and I’, 
respectively (do not confuse the usual S-grading and the grading defined in 
chapter I). Moreover, we can make 3’ and S(id,@id,) into double com- 
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plexes in the category G,. More generally, we can make S(cp@II/) into a 
double complex for any morphisms of finite free R-modules cp : F, + F0 and 
$: G, +G,. Welet S,(~~‘,G,)OAB(F,OG,)OAY(F,OG1)ODd(F,OG,) 
be of degree (2(a+fl+y+6), /?+a, y+6), where the first component 
indicates the degree as an object in GR, and the second and the third 
components indicate the double grading as an R-double complex. (In 
fact, the boundary map ~3 is a sum a’ f a”, where 8 and 8’ are maps of 
degree (0, - 1,0) and (0, 0, - l), respectively. Hence, this grading makes 
(S(cp@ $), d’, 8’) into a double complex so that Tot(S(cp@ Ic/), a’,#‘) = 
(S(cp 0 $), a).) It is clear that 2’ is converted into a double complex so as 
to be a subobject of S(id,@ id,). For k E hJ, and tl, fi E N, with k = ct + /?, 
we let A’F,,@ D,F, be of degree (k, /l, 0) and AaGo@ D,G, be of degree 
(k, 0, p) so that Akqo and Ak$ are double complexes. Since AA40 and /iA* 
are tensor products of the double complexes graded as above, we can 
make them into double complexes with total gradings. Note that 
8,: A,cp@A,ll/+S,,,(cp@t+b) is homogeneous, for AEQ+. 
LEMMA IV.1.4. For r E N, and i E N,, we have isomorphisms 
Proof. The first isomorphism is clear. We show the second one. Since 
3 -‘xr is a double complex with the grading explained above, we have a 
spectral sequence such that 
It is easy to see that 
as a graded R-complex, so we have 
-% = 1 0 (a>O) *b(ff'r) (a=O)’ 
since A”(id,@,,) h is omotopically trivial if a > 0 (see Lemma IV.1.7). Hence 
we have the second isomorphism. 
We study the complex $‘,’ for r 3 t to calculate the Betti numbers of 
S/Z,. We denote the morphism id, by id,: F, + F, to distinguish the source 
(F= Fl) and the target (F= F,,). We choose ordered bases of F,, and F, 
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x,= {Xl< --a XX,} andX,={x;< ..a <XL} SO that idF(xj) = Xi. We let 
X=X,,uX, and X,,<X, (i.e., Vi,j xi-=x;). For 1~52+, we define 
X, = {SE Tab,iI S is row standard mod Xi} 
( = Row, (X, X,), see chapter I, §3). 
For SETablX and ~EN, we set n,(S)= #{j]S(i,j)~X~} (=n,(S,X,)) 
and n(S) = Cie N ni(S). 
Similarly, we denote id, by id,: Gi + G, and take bases 
Y,,= {v, c .-- <y,} and Y,= (y;< ... <J$} so that id,(yJ)=yj, 
Y=Y,uY,,andsothat Y,<Y,.WedefineY,=Row,(Y,Y,)for1Ea+. 
For ToTab Y and ioN, we set n,(T)=n,(T, Y,) and n(T)=CifNni(T). 
Let 1 E Sz + and Z be a set. For Zi,j E Z ((i,i) E d,), we have a tableau 
T E Tab, Z such that T( i, j) = z i, j. We sometimes express T like a matrix, 
Zll “‘Zlll 
T= z21 “‘Z1A2, 
. . . 
where q =lg(l). With SETTLE X, we associate an element x,~A,id,. 
Sometimes S itself (or its matrix expression) will stand for X,, if there is 
no danger of confusion. A similar convention will be applied to an element 
of Tab, Y. 
DEFINITION IV.1.5. For IE N, i,j~ N,, and A E Q:, we define 
LgJ to be the R-submodule of n,id,@Alido generated by 
{S@TI(S, T)EX~X YA, n(S)=i, n(T)=j, n,(S)+n,(T)<A,-t}. We also 
define Li;$ = CIE N Lj;$‘. 
It is easy to see that L*.l= Cri Li;$ is a sub- (double) complex of 
Anid,@ AAidc. 
DEFINITION IV.1.6. For 1 E 0; , we define 
and 
‘ci;;; = c O,(L~$)( c &f;1”(8)(id,, idG)). 
fl~n;,fl>~ 
By the definition of 0 (Chapter III), if k, a, b E N, and if a + b < k - I, 
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then the image of A k-“FOQ D,F, Q AkPbG,Q DbGl by the morphism 
ek(idF, id,) is contained in %t3k. So it is easy to see that 
LEMMA IV.1.7. 
of p, 
For ,I E Sz,, M’*” = xi, j Mj;: is a sub- (double) complex 
And we have M”l.7 = 2’3’. Hence (Mr.“}, z o,,~ gives a filtration 
of p. 
We define s$: Ak id,+ Ak id, for k E N, as follows. Let 
s = xi, . . . XI-, x;, . . . xi, be a single-rowed tableau in Xk E,. We define 
x;, . . . x! x! 
I, lk-I (if ik - , >j[) 
(if ik--[<j[)’ 
Note that this definition of s: depends on the choice of the ordered 
basis X. 
LEMMA IV.1.8. s”, is a chain deformation (i.e., 8 o s”, + $0 8 = id and a is 
of degree (0, 1)). So Ak id, is homotopically trivial. 
Proof Straightforward computation. 
Let AESZ+ with 111 > 1 and lg(A) =q. For ie Supp A, we define 
~2’: A, id, + A, id, to be the morphism which equals ( - 1)’ id Q s: Q id 
on CA,, ,,..,, %,-,) id,l,QA” id,QA,,+ ,,..., A,) id,c A, id,. It is easy to see 
that $zi is a chain deformation of A, id,. We denote s$~ by s$. We define 
s;, sy, and si in a similar way. If SE X, and i E Supp 1, then Sag = 0 
or s:‘(S)= f S’, where S’ is a tableau in X, which satisfies 
n,(S’) = ni(S) + 1 and nj(S’) = nj(S) for j# i. Hence, we have 
LEMMA IV.1.9. Let a,bENO and A~s2+. Zf lg(i)>2 or IAl> 
t + a + b + 1, then s:Q id,+idc (resp. idniidFQsk) maps Li.2’ into L:$t,, 
(resp. Lit: 1 ). Hence ~$0 id (resp. id 0s;) is a chain deformation of the 
complex ‘L\:j (resp. Li,‘,‘*) if lg(l) 3 2. 
2. Calculation of Hz@‘) 
In this section, we show that H,(b’) is R-free if t > min(m, n) - 2. 
LEMMA IV.2.1. Let AE~-. Zf 1, < t or I, = t, then Mi:$ = 
A$:;$ + 8,(Li;$‘) for any i, jE N,. 
Proof If 1, c t, then Li;$= L::$’ from the definition of L::. 
Hence, this case is trivial. Let II, = t. It suffices to show that 
~,(SQT)E~::+~~(L:;~‘) for SeXn and TE Y, such that n(S)=i, 
n(T) = j, and that 31> 2 n,(S) + n,(T) < A[- t. Since A,< A1 = t, A, = t and 
n,(S) = n,(T) = 0. From (111.2.4), we have Bn(SQ T) = + eA(S’ Q T’) where 
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s’ (resp. T’) is the tableau obtained by swapping the first row and the Ith 
row of S (resp. T). It is clear that s’ @ T’ E L:$‘. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA IV.2.2. Let rZ ~52~ and i, jE N, with i+ j< 2. We have 
M~;$=i&~;$+8,(L~;>‘) exceptfor the case i=j= 1, A,= t+ 1, and AZ= t. 
Proof: It suftices to show that oA(S@ T)E&~;~+~,(L~;~‘) for SeXA 
and TE YA and TE YA such that n(S)=& n(T)=j, n,(S)+n,(T)>A,-t, 
and ?> 2 n,(S) + q(T) Q A,- t. From (IV.2.1), we may assume that A, > t 
and that &at. Hence we have l<A,-t<n,(S)+n,(T)<i+j<2. So 
1,=t+l, i+j=2,n,(S)= i, and n,(T)=j. Note that n,(S)=n,(T)=Ofor 
k> 2. Hence we have S@ TE L::2. If A,=;l,=t+l, we may proceed as 
in (IV.2.1). So we may assume that A2 = t. By assumption, we have only to 
treat the cases (i, j) = (2,O) and (i, j) = (0,2). Let us consider the case 
(i, j) = (2,O). We put 
S(1, l)**.S(l, t- 1) 
,,~S(1,t)S(1,t+1)S(2,1)~.~S(2,t-1)S(2,t)~Tab,-,.,,X 
S(3, 1) * * * S(3, A,) 
. . . 
so that 8~-*.0L1(sI)=S+&,+U, where VeXA with n,(U),<l. From 
(111.2.6), 0,(ai-2+ (S’)@T)=0,-,,,,(S’@ q :-2.cr, (_T>). From (III.2.4), 
e A-2.al(sI@ q i-2,al (T))EM&-~.**) (0)=M;,r-2.611). On the other 
hand, nr(U)< 1 implies that U@ TE L:,$’ for each U. Hence, 
s E ni 2,; + el(Lg 1. 
The case (i, j) = (0, 2) is quite similar, so we omit it. Q.E.D. 
Now we fix HEN with rat+2 and lea; with A,>t. We want to 
prove 
PROPOSITION IV.2.3. Let I and I be as above. Then we have 
H2(M’s’/~‘*1) = 0, except for the following three cases: 
(i) A=(t+2). 
(ii) 1= (t + 1, t), min(m, n) > IA.1 = 2t + 1. 
(iii) r<2t, A=(t,r-t), min(m,n)>llZl=r. 
We may assume that m < n since Sll, ( TidF&: SIAI (id,@ idG)+ 
Sll, (idG 6 idF) induces isomorphism M’*“(F, G) 7 M’*“(G, P). Since 
M”q$p.A is a double complex, we can associate the usual spectral 
sequence whose El-term is E fi,b = H,(M’&/ti’&J + H,,,(M’*“/h@“). To 
prove the proposition, it is sufficient to show that 
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(4 Et,,=0 
(b) ET,,=0 
(c) E:.,=O. 
LEMMA IV.2.4. E~,,=OforanyA~Q; withl,>tandI#(t+2). 
Proof: From (IV.1.9), siBid maps Lit’ into L:$‘. From (IV.1.8), 
a$ si = id, where a$ = anAidF. Hence, ai: Lj;$’ + LitI’ is surjective. Since 
Mi,i = n;i;,t + fl,(LI;,$‘) from (IV.2.2), aF;-: Mt,!JLti:,i + A#$/&;,; is 
surjective, where aF is the boundary map of M$?Jfi$. Hence, E:,O = 0 
as we desired. 
LEMMA IV.2.5. If A, m, and n are as in (IV.2.3) and m <n, then 
Mt,: = fi:,: +8,(&f:,:) + tl,(L:,t’), where aF is the boundary map of 1y,,. 
Proof From (IV.2.2), we may assume that II, = t + 1 and il, = t. It is 
sufficient to prove that BA(S@ T) E fi’;,“t + a,(M>,;) + e,(L$-‘) for SEX, 
with n(S) = 1 and TE Yi. with n(T) = 1. 
If lg(A) > 3, S’= $0@(S) is a tableau in X, with n,(S) =O. In 
this case, 8,(S@ T) = fJ,(s~o a;(s)o T)+ e,(a;o.$(s)s T)=~,(s’oT)+ 
aFoe, 0 T) E Q,(L;,$‘) + a,(M;,:), since s’ @ T E L;,+’ and 
s;(S)@ TEL;,:’ + Li,t2. 
So we may assume that A= (t + 1, I) and m < 111, from the assumption 
of (IV.2.3) and our assumption m <n. If n,(S) + n,(T) < 1, there is nothing 
to prove, because S@ TE L:t ‘. So we assume that n,(S) = n,(T) = 1. Since 
m< IJI, n{l,2)(S { xk, XL}) $2 for some k E { 1, . . . . m}. We put 
S= 
xi, . . .x,x:, 
. xi, . . ’ Xjl 
If c # k, then k = i, for some u E { 1, ,.., t}. In this case, if we put 
1 s’ = xi, . . . Xi”. . . x,,x,x;, 
U= 
Xi,.,..&” . . .x,x:x; 
’ Xi, . . . . . . . . Xjl Xjl. . , . . . . Xjl 
then S = ( - l)‘-“(a$( U) - s’), where the symbols * mean that we omit the 
entries xiU below these symbols (we will use this convention later). Hence, 
eA(so T) f e2(s’ 8 T) E a,df;,;. Therefore, we may replace S by the row 
standarization of S’, so we may assume that c = k. If k = i, for some u, then 
S=(-l)r-Uai(U). In this case, 8,(S@T)Ed,M;,:. If k#i, for any U, 
there is some u such that k =j,. We put 
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It is easy to see that S = f 0 JV) + C f s” + W, where S” is a tableau in 
X, such that S”(1, t+ 1)=x; and S”(1, u)=xk for some U, and WeX, 
such that ni( w) = 0. Hence, B1(S@ T) E &f$ + a,(M;,:) + B,(L;,tl) and 
we have completed the proof. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA IV.2.6. Zf a, bE I&, with a+ b G 3, then &f$,+ e,(Li,$‘) is 
generated by hi,: v {tl,(S@ T) 1 SEX,, TE Yl, S@ TE L:,t’, S is standard 
mod X,, and T is standard mod Yi>. 
Proof: Let SEX,, TE Y,, and S@ TE Lf$‘. Assume that S is not 
column-standard mod X,, so that S(p, q) 2 S(p + 1, q) for some p, q. An 
argument similar to the proof of [2, Lemma 11.2.15-J guarantees that there 
are some tableaux SiEXA and UP,jeXP (p=I+k*a,, l<k<&+i) such 
that Si < S (for the definition of the relation < between tableaux, see 
(1.3.7)), n(S,) = n(U,,j) =n(S) and that S-Cici.Si=Cp,j~,,j. q ,(U,,i), 
where ci, c~,~E Z. If S(p + 1, q) E X0 or p > 2, then we can take UP, j to be 
satisfying n,(Up,j) <n,(S) from (1.3.9). So in this case, it is easy to check 
that UP,j@ 8i(T)~L;,tl. If p=l and S(2,q)eX,, then S(l,q)eX1. 
Hence, q 2 t + 1. In this case, U,, j @I fi t(T) E L:,; ’ + L$‘, since 
pl+pZ>2t+2 and a+b<3. In case, we have 0,(S @ T) - 
Cici. el(S,@ T) E &fk,j, from (111.2.6). If Si is not standard, we may repeat 
this procedure. However, since X, is a finite set, we must ultimately arrive 
at standard tableaux. So we may take S to be standard. Similar argument 
guarantees that we may also take T to be standard. This completes the 
proof of this lemma. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA IV.2.7. Z~IEQ; with rat+2 and ;1#(t+2), then E&=0 
(i.e., H~(H~(M&Jni~~*)) =O). 
Proof. From (IV.2.2) and (IV.2.6), any element of ZZ,(M$,/&~~,) 
is represented by A = C,,, csPT.fI1(S@ T), where SE X,, TE Y,, 
SQ TE L$j’, S is standard mod X, , T is standard mod Y, , and c~,~ E R. 
Since a,(A)=C.e,((C,c,.d~S)~ T)E&~:,“,, we have &cs&S~ 
Im 0, for each T, from (111.2.7) and (1.3.11). Hence, we can write 
c scs, TW = c, E So(A) Klz(a,‘), where uf=C,cU,,. U with VEX,, and 
n(U) = 1. It is easy to check that we can take each U so that n,(U) = 0, if 
nl(S) = 0 for each S, from (1.3.9). In particular, we have ni( T) + n,( U) < 
$ - t for each T and U which appears in al. Consider the element 
A=C S,T cs T. el(S@ si T). From our assumption on 1, A E M;,:, since 
S@S;~,TE L’;,?’ for each S and T from (IV.1.9). From (111.2.6), 8,A” = 
CTC&J cu,rc .e,(o~(u)Qs~(T))=c,,,c,,.e,(uQ fl;s;lc(m. If we 
write 8; s;(T) = C, & T,,i so that Tp,i~ Y@ with n(T,,i) = 1, it is clear 
that n,(T,,i)~nl(T)+~L1-~1. Hence, n,(U)+n,(T,,i)~n,(U)+n,(T)+ 
pi - I, <p, - t. So we have a,2 o&f;,:. In.other words, 2 represents an 
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element of H2(M’$,/ni~$). On the other hand, it is easy to see that 
a,A” = A, from (IV.1.8). So A represents 0 in E&, This completes the proof 
of this lemma. Q.E.D. 
We are now ready to complete the proof of (IV.2.3). 
LEMMA IV.2.8. Zf A, m, and n are as in (IV.2.3) with m <n, then 
ET,, = H~(H;(W$,/ti&)) = 0. 
Proof From (IV.2.5) and (IV.2.6), any element of ET,, is represented 
by A =Cs,rcs,. -O,(SQ T), where SEX,, TE Yn, SQ TEL:.?‘, S is 
standard mod Xi, T is standard mod Y,, and cs, TV R. So we have 
Cs cS,=. &SE Im 0, for each T as in the proof of (IV.2.7). Assume that 
lg(A)a2. If nl(T)=l, we replace T by &a;(T). We may do so, since 
T-s;8i(T)=&$k(T) and Cscs,.0B2(S@a”,sh(T)) represents 0 in E: I. 
There exists an element T’ E Y, such that $a”,( T) = +_ T’. From the delini- 
tion of s”, and our assumption on A, we have nl( T’) = 0. T’ is by no means 
standard, but we can replace it by a linear combination of standard 
(mod Y,) tableau T” with n,( T”) = 0 as in the proof of (IV.2.6). Therefore, 
we may assume that n,(T) = 0 for all T, or lg(l) = 1. 
We can write &c~,~~$S=C,...,,, q s(a,‘), where aFEn,l;. If 
(r)E S,(n) and ac,#O, then A= (A,, A,) with 1, > t + 1 and 2, >O from 
our exception (iii). Now consider the elements b F = Cs cs, T. S @ T E L;,$’ 
and b2T= cpEso(*, q !;(s~(aj!))@ T. It is easy to see that b,TEL:,t’, 
from the above remark. Note that 02(bT)E fi;: from (111.2.6) and 
our assumption r 2 t + 2. Since ai@ id(b r) = a’s@ id(br), we have 
br=bc+((diOsi)@id)(bT-br). But we have si@id(br-bF)EL$,t’ 
from (IV.1.9). Hence, A = C,e,(br) is contained in n;‘;,: + a,(M:,:). This 
means that A represents 0 in E :, , and we have completed the proof. 
Q.E.D. 
In Section 6 of Chapter II, we introduced the definition of the linear 
complex X’. By definition, the degree t +r component (Xi,,),,, of X:+i 
can be identified with H,(f’,‘+‘) (remember that 4:: n’F@ A’G + Z,, is an 
isomorphism). 
LEMMA IV.2.9. Let F and G be finite free R-modules. Then the complex 
Xi + Xi + Xi + S + 0 is a universally free S-complex (i.e., the underlying 
R-complex is universally free). 
Proof From Section 5 of Chapter II, it is easy to see that 
[Torf+ i (S/Z*, S/Z1)lr 1: Hi(B’~‘) is zero, if i< 1 and r # t + i. From (1.3.12) 
and (IV.1.2), if r<2, (X:+,),+,-H, (#‘*‘+‘) is universally free, and the 
inclusion map (X: + 1 ), + r 4 A’@ I,,, is universal, since rank H,(J?‘,‘+‘) = 
Ci( - l)‘+‘-’ rank $:,I+, is independent of the characteristic. It is easy to 
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check the universality of the boundary maps from the definition of the 
boundary maps of X’. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM IV.2.10. Let F and G be finite free R-modules with rank 
F=m and rankG=n. If t,r~N(, t+2>min(m,n), and t+2#r, then 
H,(/‘,‘(F, G)) = 0. Moreover, we have H2(/19t+2) z (Xi)r+2 is universally 
free. Hence, the third Betti number of S/I, is independent of the charac- 
teristic. 
Proof Since f$r = 0 for r < t + 2, it is clear that H,(/‘,‘) = 0 for 
r < t + 2. Consider the case r > t + 2. From (IV.1.7), { M’,‘}A,n;,n, >, gives 
a filtration of j+‘T From (IV.2.3), we have H,(M’~‘/&‘~“) =0 for AE~; 
with il, > t, since r > t + 2 >min(m, n). Hence, H2(xG’) = H,@&‘) =0 if 
r > t + 2. So the theorem follows from (IV.2.9). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY IV.2.11. If t < min(m, n) - 2, then we have the exact 
sequence 
x:(m,n)~x:(m,n)~x:(m,n)~Z,~O, (*) 
where X’ = X’(m, n) is the complex defined in (11.6.3). 
Proof Since (*) is universally free complex, we may assume that R is 
a prime field IF,. 
Let P. --, I, + 0 be a minimal free resolution. From (11.52) and (IV.2.9), 
P3+P2+P1+II-+o (**I 
is linear. By (11.6.5), (*) is isomorphic to (w). Hence, (*) is exact. 
COROLLARY IV.2.12. Zf t < min(m, n) - 2, then X:(m, n) is a universally 
free GL( F) x GL( G)-module. 
Proof: Clear. 
3. Partial Calculation of H&9*,‘) 
Let t,rEN with l<t<min(m,n) and r>t+3. 
PROPOSITION IV.3.1. Let A E Q; . Zf one of the following conditions is 
true, then HJM**‘/&‘~*) = 0. 
(i) lg(A)= 1, and r>t+4. 
(ii) 1, = t or A, < t, and one of these conditions is true: 
(a) hi@) 2 3, 
(b) lg(l)=2, m=rankF<t+2, andn=rankG<t+2. 
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Proof. We use the spectral sequence argument as in the proof of 
(IV.2.3). First, note that any element of A4’*‘/&*” is represented by an 
element of B,(L’~“~‘), from (IV.2.1). So E:,,=O and Et,, =O are proved 
quite similarly to the proofs of (IV.2.4) and (IV.2.8), respectively (note that 
if (r)E S,(n), then lg(n)= 2 so that n’F=O). Hence, any element of 
iY3(Mf”/~‘~‘) is represented by an element of 13,(L;,t’ + L:,$‘). 
Let A E 8,(L:,$“) and BE e,(L:,$‘), with a(,4 + B)E&‘,“. It is 
sufficient to show that A + BE&~‘,’ + ~(M’v’). There is an element 
be L$,$’ such that 8,(b) = B. Since (id@&)(b)E L$,t’, from (IV.1.9), 
ao8,((idOsi)(b)) = a,oB,((idOsi)(b)) - B is contained in a(M&“). Since 
aFo Bi((id 0 s:)(b)) E e,(L:,t’), we may assume that B = 0. We may assume 
that ,4=0,(a), with u=&~c,,~. SO T, where SEX,, n(S) =2, TE Y,, 
n(T) = 1, S is standard mod X,, T is standard mod Y,, and S@ TE L;?‘. 
Note that Cs cs,=. d”,(S) E Im 0 1 for each T. For each T, we may write 
%(T)=W)+C,,,,,,, 0 z(b,,.), where h(T) is a linear combination of 
standard tableaux, and b ~, TV /i,G. We may assume that each ~1 E S,(n) is 
not of length one. Consider the element a’ = & T,P cs, T. S@ 0 ;(s$(b, T)). 
It is easy to see that e,(a’)E&$. We have (id@@)(a-a’)= 
c s,TcS,T. S 0 h(T). But 8,o (id 0 &$)(a - a’) = c?,f?,(u - a’) E if+ 
a”(e). Hence (id 0 a;)(~ - a’) = 0 from (111.2.7) and (1.3.11). So we have 
u=a’+(idO(a~os~))(u-a’). Set b,=.&(T- q ;(sk(bp,T))) for each T. 
We have (id@s;l,)(u-u’)=&Tc,,T. SO b,. So it is not so difficult to 
show that aFoeio (idOsh)(u-u’)E&:,;. Hence, we have A = 0,(a’) + 
aoe,o(id @s~)(u-u')-c~,~~~,~ (id os~(~-~')~~"l+a(~r,~~ This 
completes the proof of the proposition. Q.E.D. 
From the above proof, we have E :,* = Ei,, = 0. More precisely, it holds 
that Ei,3 = 0 (left to the reader). 
PROPOSITION IV.3.2. rf m, n < t + 3 and t + 4 < r < 2t, then H,(%‘f’) = 0. 
Proof If A E Sz; with A, 2 t, then A, m, n and t satisfies one of the 
conditions in (IV.3.1). So the proposition is clear. Q.E.D. 
V. RESOLUTIONS OF DETERMINANTAL IDEALS: 
n-MINORS OF (n + 2)-SQUARE MATRICES 
Let n be an integer satisfying n > 2. In this chapter we show the existence 
of minimal free resolutions of the ideals defined by n-minors of the generic 
(n + 2)-square matrices. (When n = 1, one can construct the minimal free 
resolution from Koszul complex.) Throughout this chapter R is the integers 
Z or a field k, and S is the polynomial ring over R with variables xii for 
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i,j=1,2 ,..., n + 2. Let both F and G be finitely generated R-free modules 
of rank n + 2. 
1. Universal Freeness of the Linear Complex X!‘(n + 2, n + 2) 
We have already seen that X;(n + 2, n + 2) is universally free for 
i = 1,2, 3,4. In this section we shall show that X;(n + 2, n + 2) is also 
universally free. Since X.“+ ’ (n + 2, n + 2) is a linear complex (cf. Section 6 
of Chapter II) of the Gulliksen-Negard complex 1131, we have X;+ ’ = 0. 
Then X; is isomorphic to Z; by Remark 11.6.5. Therefore we have only to 
show that Z; is universally free. Let 8 be the map 
A4(F@G)@A”F@A”GA A3(F@G)LAF@LAG, 
where 1= (n, 1). (a is the composite map 
A4(F@ G) @ A”F@ A”G ‘@’ + A3(F@G)@FOG@A”F@A”G 
A A3(F@G)@AnF@FQA”G@G 
l@dA@dA + A3(F@G)@L,F@L,G, 
where T is an appropriate twisting map.) By the definition of Z;, it is easy 
to see that Z; is universally free if and only if rank.(Ker(a)) does not 
depend on R. It suffices to show the following lemma. 
LEMMA V.l.l. There exists a homomorphism 6 such that the following 
sequence is exact: 
O--, A”+2F@D2G@A”+2G@D2G 
a, A4(FQ G) Q A”F@ A”G + A3(F@ G) @ LAFO L,G. 
ProoJ: Let {f,, . . . . fn+2} and {gl, . . . . gn+2} be free bases of F and G, 
respectively. 
First we define the map 6. Consider the composite map 
A”+2F@D2G@An+2G@D2F 
A@1@A@1 + A2F@AnF@D2G@A2G@A”G63D2F 
T (A2F@D2G)@(D2F@AzG)@A”F@A”G 
!b”@Jr@lc31 k A2(F@ G) @ A2(F@ G) @I A”F@ A”G 
m@l@Jl + A4(F@ G) @ A”F@ A”G, 
where I$” and 4” are the pairings defined in Section 1 of Chapter III. This 
composite map is denoted by 6. It is easy to check that 8 and 6 are 
GL(F) x GL( G)-morphisms. 
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Next we show that 806 = 0. It is obvious that we have only to show 
8 0 6 = 0 when R is the field of the rationals Q. Therefore suppose R = Q. 
Then A”+=F@ D,GO A”+*GO D,F is an irreducible polynomial 
GL(F) x GL(G)-representation. Hence 8 0 6 is either injective or 0. So we 
have only to show that it is not injective. By direct computation we get 
a~s(fl A ... *fn+*Qg~~2Qg, * ... * g,+,Qf~:*)=o. 
This implies 806 =O. 
We now prove exactness. Define the sets 93i, L%?=, and 9& as 
i, < ... <infZ, 
A ‘.. Afin+*@gjn+~#Sjn+, in+3Gin+4, 
Qgj, A “. A Si,+, Ofi”,,#f;,,, 
jl < ... <jnf2, 
jof3 Gn+4y i 
i 
Vi, QSj,) A (fi*Qgj*) 
B2= A (fij Q gjj) * Vi4 Q Sja) 
of,, A . . . Afin+sQgj* A “’ A gjn+4 
is-c ‘.. <in+4r 
j,< ... <jn+4. 
, 
‘k < lk + 1 
or 
5 
i,< ... < in+3, i4<in+4r 
(fi,Qgj,) A (fi*QSi,) * (fi~@gj,) j,< ... <jn+3, j4<jn+4, 
g3= Qd,(J;, A ... ~fi,+~@fr,+~) ilGi2Gi3. 
d2.(Sj4 A “’ * gjn+jQgjn+,) 
Ifik=ik+i, thenjk <jk + 1 
fork=1,2 i 
where i,, . . . . in+4, jl, . . . . jn+4 are positive integers less than or equal to 
n + 2, and f, # f, stands for fi”Si’) when r # s, j-i’) when r = s. It is easy 
to check that &?i, B2 and B3 are R-free bases of A”+ ‘F@ D,G @ 
A”+*G@D,F, A4(F@G)@A”FQA”G and A3(F@G)@L,F@L,G, 
respectively. To each element contained in 3i, ~3~ or $&, we associate 
2n + 4 integers (a i , . . . . u, + 2 ; b, , . . . . 6, + 2 ) where ak is the number of i, equal 
to k and bk is the number of j, equal to k. It is easy to see that this gives 
us gradations of the three modules, and our complex is decomposed into 
direct summands. We have only to show that each direct summand is 
exact. 
For the simplicity of notations, we put (A; B) = (a,, . . . . a,,,; 
b 1, . . . . &+=I. The symbol (*JcaiB) would mean the direct summand 
corresponding to (A ; B). 
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At first assume the set (a,, . . . . a,,,, bl, . . . . b, +2) contains 0. Obviously 
(An+2FQD2G@A”+2 G@ D2F)CA;Bj must be 0. In order to show the 
exactness of the direct summand corresponding to (A ; B), we must prove 
that ~7~~;~) is injective. With no loss of generality, we may assume that 
b n +2 = 0. Let H be the free submodule of G spanned by g,, . . . . g,, , . We 
have only to show that the map 
is injective, where d’ is defined like a. In this case, by the Akin- 
Buchsbaum-Weyman complex and the Eagon-Northcott complex, we get 
X; (n + 2, n + 1) = Xi+’ (n + 2, n + 1) = 0. By Proposition 11.6.4, we obtain 
Zi(n + 2, n + 1) = 0. This implies that a’ is injective. 
Next assume that all uk’s and b,‘s are positive integers. Let 
~=cz+ZX~“+2 be a subgroup of GL(F) x GL(G) such that each 
0 = (z, p) E 6 acts with r(h) =f& and p(gi) = gpCi), where G’n+2 is the 
symmetric group on { 1, . . . . n+2}. It is easy to see that (T= (r,p) sends the 
direct summand corresponding to (a,, . . . . a,,,; b,, . . . . b,, 2) to one corre- 
sponding to (a+-~~~), .. . . ar-~Cn+2); bp-kf,l, . . . . bp-++2j) isomorphically. 
Therefore we have only to show exactness when 
(A ; B) = (1, . ..) 1, 3; 1, . ..) 1, 3), 
(1, +-a, 1, 3; 1, . . . . 1,2,2), 
(1, . . . . 1, 2, 2; 1, . ..) 1, 3), 
(1, ***, 1, 2, 2; 1, . ..) 1, 2, 2). 
We prove exactness when (A; B) = (1, . . . . 1, 2, 2; 1, . . . . 1, 2, 2). The other 
three cases would be proved more easily. 
Suppose (A ; B) = (1, . . . . 1, 2, 2; 1, . . . . 1, 2, 2). By the definition of (A ; B), 
(A”+2F@D2G@A”+2 G @ D2 F)CA ;B) is a free module of rank 1 generated 
byf, A ..- Af”+zog;i, -g:;2 @gi A __. Ag,+2@f~~1.f~~2. Then we 
have 
=c c c (-1) i+j+rtt 
lCi-zj<n+Z lsr<rsn+2 {q,c2}={n+l,n+2} 
{dl,d2}={n+l,n+2) 
> 
ij , , 
@f, A “.‘: Afn+2@g, A . “ ‘: A gn+2 
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i j 
where fi A “.‘: ~\f~+~ means 
fi A ... "L-1 J'fi+l A ..' "fj-1 Afj+l A ... Afn+Z, 
and (f, I, $ F) stands for 
So dcAiB) is injective. Therefore we have only to show that Im(6,,;.,) 2 
Ker(acA; B)). 
Let 93’;, ai, and .!Z#y” be subsets of &?z defined to be 
c?i?; = {b E LA?* 1b E (A4(F@ G) 0 A”F@ A”G),,;,,}, 
(;~;;Y:;:) (;:;:;~;;)=E(“:’ n;2 .ll .:,> 
gg;= 
of, A ... Afr.+4 
EL@‘; 
is satisfied for some integers 
c Ogj, A ... A 8h+4 I 
I Ogj5 A ..’ A gjn+4 
r,s,t,u,andE=kl. 
#{kIl<kQ4,i,>n+l.}=d 
1 
9 
#{k/i <kd4,jkan+ l.>=e 
where d and e are positive integers. 
Let C=CbEli cb. b be a given element contained in Ker(a,,,,,), 
where cb’s are elements in the coefficient ring R. We wish to show that 
C=C beg; cb . b is in Im(6,,: B)). At first we show that cb = 0 when b is in 
99;\2lq. 
(0) SUppOSe b,=(j$~;$@fi, A ... ~fi,+~@g~~ A ... A gjn+4 iS 
contained in (a;\%?$‘) n LB~,*‘. 
By definition, there exists t such that 1 6 t < 4 and both i, and j, are con- 
tained in {rr + 1, n + 2). Then it is easy to see that b, is an only one element 
in 33; such that, when acaiB,(b,) is written in the form Chsg3 qh .h, qho #O 
is satisfied, where 
Therefore we obtain cbo = 0. 
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(1) SUppOSe b,=(j:j;2$$)@fi5A ... hfin+4@gj5A ... Agjn+4 is 
contained in (&\a;) n S3i3,*). 
By definition, there exists t such that 1 G t < 4 and both i, and j, are 
contained in {n+ 1, n+2}. Let hI be contained in g3, 
and ~3~ be a subset of SI;, 
whena(,;.,(b)= c qh.h, q,,, is not 0 . 
LE.93 
Then it is easy to see that c&\{b,} is included in (@\;\$9;)n&*~*). By (0) 
we have already that c&,=0 when b, is in (S?;\&‘) nB$292! Therefore c& 
must be equal to 0. 
(2) Suppose b2=(;;;;$)@fi5 A -** Afi.+4@gj5 A .** A gjn+4 is 
contained in (W;\&‘) n @*,‘). 
By the same argument as (l), c& is equal to 0. 
(3) SUppOSe b3=(j:2j$)@fis A ... ~~~~~~~~~~ A ... A gjnf4 iS 
contained in (&?‘;\a;) n 2dy*‘). 
By definition, there exists t such that 1~ t < 4 and both i, and j, are 
contained in {n + 1, n + 2). Let h, be contained in 9Y3, 
and g3 be a subset of a’;, 
when lJcaiBj(b) = c qh. h, qh, iS not 0 . 
he% 
Then it is easy to see that g3\(b3} is included in (A?;\B;)n 
(~4.” ” $3.” v g i*-‘)). By (0), (1 ), and (2) we obtain cb, = 0. 
(4) %lppOSe b4=(;$;;)@fis h ... Afi.+$lgj5 A 3-e A gjn+4 iS 
contained in (.~%‘;\a;) n BP*). 
By definition, there exists t such that 1~ t < 4 and both i, and j, are 
contained in {n+ 1, n+2}. Let h, be contained in & 
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and 9d be a subset of 9&, 
when acaiB,(b)= 1 qh .h, qh4 iS not 0 
hc% 
Then it is easy to see that ad,\{ b4} is included in (93’;\99’;) n .%I~~“. By (2) 
cbl is equal to 0. 
(5) Suppose b,=(~;~f:$)Ofi, A ... Afr.+4@gjS A ... A gjn+4 is 
contained in (L!#‘;\@;) n LAY’:‘-“‘. 
By the same argument as for (4), we can show that cbs is equal to 0. 
(6) It is easy to show that 
By (l), . . . . (6), we may assume that C = CbGd; cb .b. Therefore C is 
written in the form 
c 
1 (-l)l+i+k+r 
lGi<j<n+2 l<k<r<n+2 
’ n+l n+2 
n+ln+2 k t 
0 C&j; k, tl 
+ c 1 (-l)i+j+k+r+l 
l<jci<n+2 lCk<t<n+2 
’ n+l n+2 
n+ln+2 k t 
0 Cj, i; k tl 
+ c 1 (-l)i+j+k+r+l 
lGi<j<n+2 lCf<k<n+Z 
xA;, ’ 
( . 
J n+l n+2 
n+ln+2 k t 
0 C&j; t, kl 
+ c 1 (-l)i+j+k+t 
I<j<i<n+2 l<r<kdn+2 
t&i, ’ 
( . 
J . n+l n+2 
n+ln+2 k t 
0 b, i; t, kl, 
where Aj!,‘s are elements in the coefficient ring R, and [i,j; k, t] means 
k I 
fl A i.+ Afn+2@gl A “.‘: A gn+z. 
By direct computation we know that A[, must be equal to A:$ when 
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i #j, k # t, i < n and j < n. Similarly A& must be equal to A :s when i #j, 
kft, k<n, and t<n. Replace C by 
Then Ai, is equal to 0 when max{ i, j} or max(k, t > is less than or equal 
to n. 
We must show that C= 0. By the definition of C, it is contained in 
the free submodule spanned by 93; n (.c!.#$?~‘u L@~~‘u .c%?~~’ u G??“‘). 
Therefore C is written in the form 
Suppose b, = (~;~$$)~fi~ A . . . ~fi.+~@g~~ A ... A gjn+4 is contained in 
W;l n 99$3*3’. 
By definition there exists r such that 1 <r <4 and both i, and j, are 
contained in {n + 1, n + 2). Let h1 be contained in 3Y3, . . . 
11 “‘1,-, 1,+1”‘14 
I jl ..*jr-Jr+, .*.j4 
Oddfi, * ... 4+,Sh,, 
and B1 be a subset of 93$, 
when a,,;,,(b) = 1 qh. h, qh, is not 0 
he% 
Then it is easy to see that g\ (b, } is included in A9k2Y2) u @p 3, u W$‘,‘). By 
the definition of C, cb, must be equal to 0. 
By the same arguments as above, we can prove that C = 0. 
We have completed the proof of Lemma V.6.1. Q.E.D. 
Consequently A’; (n + 2, n + 2) is proved to be universally free. 
2. In the Case Where n # 4 
In this section we prove the existence of the minimal free resolutions 
of determinantal ideals defined by n-minors of the generic (n + 2)-square 
matrices in the case where n # 4. 
Let R be an arbitrary prime field k. 
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DEFINITION V.2.1. When ch(k)=p (p is 0 or a prime integer), p,(i, n) 
is defined to be 
p,(i, n) = dim, Torf(S/Z,, S/Z,). 
PROPOSITION V.2.2. Over an arbitrary prime field k, 
EJt$(S/Z,, S) = 
(WJ(3n + 6) wheni= 
0 otherwise. 
Proof: When k is the rationals Q, it is easily checked by Theorem 11.1.1, 
Theorem II. 1 S, and Lascoux’s resolutions [ 171. 
By Theorem 11.1.1, for i # 9, E&(S/Z,, S) is equal to 0 over an arbitrary 
prime field k. Moreover by Proposition 11.2.4, we have 
Extg,(W”~ S) =K,,,,. 
It is well known that KS = S( - (n + 2)‘) (cf. [ 11, Corollary (2.2.8)]). Hence 
we have 
Extg,(Wn, S) =Extg,(S/Z,,, K,)((n + 2)*) = K,,,,J(n + 2)*). 
By Remark 11.2.6, there exists p such that 
K (S/l.) = WZJP) 
and p does not depend on ch(k). Therefore we have 
E&W,, S) = K,,,, ((n + 212) = (S/Z,)(P + (n + 2J2)? 
where p + (n + 2)2 does not depend on ch(k). Therefore it must be equal to 
3n+6. Q.E.D. 
Let IF@, n). be a minimal free resolution of S/Z, over the prime field of 
characteristic p. By definition V.2.1, rank, F(p, n)i is equal to fl,(i, n). 
Since Horn J F(p, n), S)( - 3n - 6) is also a minimal free resolution of S/Z, 
by Proposition V.2.2, we obtain /IJO, n) = b,(9, n), /?,( 1, n) = p,,(8, n), 
&,(2, n) = 8,(7, n), 8,(3, n) = /3,(6, n) and &(4, n) = B,(5, n) for any P and 
n. Therefore in order to show the existence of the minimal free resolution 
over the integers Z, we have only to show that /?,(O, n), p,(l, n), 8,(2, n), 
/3,(3, n), and /?,(4, n) do not depend on p (cf. Proposition 11.3.4). 
We have already seen that jI,(O, n), fi,( 1, n), /?,(2, n), and /I,(3, n) do not 
depend on p when n Z 2 (see Section 2 of Chapter IV). 
In the rest of this section we show that /?,(4, n) does not depend on p 
when n # 4. 
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DEFINITION V.2.3. Since F(:(p, n)i is a graded free module for each p, n, 
and i, there exist B,(i, n),‘s such that 
It is easy to check that /3,(i, n),‘s do not depend on the choice of a minimal 
free resolution IF( p, n). . 
RemarkV.2.4. When the coefficient field k is equal to Q, the minimal 
free resolution [F(O, n). is written in the form 
flo, n)o = s, F(0, n), = S( -n)@o(lJ)~, 
F(0, n)* = S( -n - l)bo(*J)n+‘, F(0, n)3 = S( -n - 2)fio(3,n)a+*, 
~(0, n)4 = S( en _ 3)80(~+).+3@ s( -& - 2)80(+)~+2, 
F((), n)5 = S( -n -4)Bo(W.+4@ q -2n - 3)BO”, nhc3, 
F(0, n)6 = S( -2n - 4)flO@*@b+4, F(0, n), = S( -2n - 5)flo(‘+)~+5, 
F(0, n)l = S( -2n - 6)80(6,n)*+6, F(O,n),=S(-3n-6), 
by Lascoux’s complex. 
To a minimal free resolution IF(p, n)., we associate a figure where “0” on 
(i, j) means /?,(i, n)j # 0 and no mark on (i, j) means /?,(i, n)j = 0. For 
example, to a minimal free resolution IF(0, n). over Q, we can associate 
Fig. 1 by Definition V.2.3 and Remark V.2.4. 
Now assume that ch(k)=p >O. Since IF(p, n). is a minimal free 
resolution, &m,( IQ, n)., S)( - 3n - 6) is also a minimal free resolution 
of S/l,. Therefore F(p, n)9 = S( - 3n - 6), F(p, n)s = S( -2n - 6)8p@4Zn+6, 
F(p, n)’ = S( -2n - 5)8p(7+)2n+s, F(p, n)6 = S( -2n - 4)Bp(6Pn)2n+4 are satisfied 
i9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
FIGURE 1 
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and their ranks do not depend on p. By the minimality of ff(p, n). and 
&,( F(p, n)., S)( - 3n - 6), we have 
8,(4, n),=O for j<n+3orj>2n+2, 
P,(% n)j=O for j<n+4orj>2n+3. 
Then Fig. 2 is obtained over an arbitrary field k. By the same argument as 
above, lJ,(i, n) does not depend on p when i # 4,5. Further by Section 1 of 
this chapter, fl,(5, n),,+4 and j?,(4, n)2n+Z do not depend on p. Conse- 
quently, fl,(i, n)j’s do not depend on p for all (i, j) in the plane except 
for Q. By comparing Fig. 1 with Remark V.2.4, we have to show that 
b,(i, n)j = 0 when (i, j) is in Q, i.e., 
Remark V.2.5. By Fig.2, p,(6, n)n+5r jI,(7, n)n+6r . are equal to 0 
over an arbitrary prime field k. This implies that Xz(n + 2, n + 2) = 
X;(n+2,n+2)= ... = 0 over any coefficient ring when n L 2. 
At first, suppose n = 2. Then Q is empty. Hence in this case, there exists 
a minimal free resolution. 
Next, suppose n = 3. Then Q consists of (4,7) and (5,8). Compare Fig. 3 
with Fig. 1, and look at the degree 7 component of the minimal free resolu- 
tion. Then it is easy to see that p,(4, n)7 must be equal to 0. By duality, so 
is fl,,(5, n)*. Hence there exists a minimal free resolution in this case, too. 
Suppose n B 5. By Proposition IV.3.2, we have p,(4, n),, 4 = . . . = 
8,,(4, n),, = 0. See Fig. 4. By duality, we obtain p,,(5, n)n+6 = . . . = 
8,(5, nL.2 = 0. Since n + 5 f 2n, both 8,,(4, n)n+4 and /?,(4, n), + 5 are 
equal to 0. By the same argument as in the case where n = 3, one can prove 
that &(5, n),+, = 0. Then by duality, /J,(4, n),,, r = 0 is satisfied. 
Consequently, we get the following theorem; 
FIGURE 2 
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FIGURE 3 
THEOREM V.2.6. When n is not equal to 4, there exists a minimal free 
resolutions of S/I, over any coefficient ring. 
3. In the Case of n =4 
In the previous section, /3,(0,4), B,(l, 4), j?,(2,4) and 8,(3,4) are shown 
to be independent of p. In the rest of this paper we shall prove that fl,(4,4) 
does not depend on p. By Proposition 11.3.4, it is sufficient to show that 
Tori(S/l,, S/Z,) is h-free when our coefficient ring R is the integers Z. 
Let A’= (xii) be the generic 6 x 6-matrix, and Y = ( yk,) be the generic 
7 x 7-matrix. We denote the polynomial rings Z[xiill G iic6 and 
avtcr1 lsk,r<7 by S and T, respectively. By sending the matrix Y to (c y), 
S has the T-algebra structure. Let Js be the ideal of T generated by 
5-minors of Y, and Z4 the ideal of S generated by 4-minors of X. 
By Theorem V.2.6, T/J, has a minimal free resolution P.. By [ 173, it 
looks like the total complex of the double complex in Fig. 5, where the 
vertical boundary maps have degree 5 and horizontal degree 1. Here X. 
must be equal to the linear complex X.5(7, 7) (cf. Remark 11.6.5) 
It is easy to see that J5S= Z,. Since depth(J,, S) is equal to 
depth(Z,, S) = 9, the complex P. OT S is acyclic from the depth sensitivity 
(cf. Remark 11.4.2). Therefore P. Br. S is a finite free resolution of 
(T/Js)OS=WL+. 
_____________ 
i 5 4 
FIGURE 4 
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FIGURE 5 
By using this free resolution, we compute Tor”(SII,, S/Z,). 
LEMMA V.3.1. For any commutative ring R, H,((X.QT(S/Z,))Q, R) is 
an R-free module and its rank does not depend on R. 
ProoJ We have only to prove this lemma when R is a field k. 
By Proposition 11.6.4, there exists an exact sequence .. . + 
H,((X37,7) Or (S/Z,)) On k) -+ H,(W.5(7> 7)Q, (S/Z,))@, k) -+ 
H,((Z.5(7,7)Q.(S/Z,))Q,k) + H4((J37,7)Q#/Z1))Qzk) -+ .... 
Since X:(7, 7) =X2(7,7) = 0 by the Gulliksen-NegPrd complex [ 131, it is 
sufficient to show that dim,(H,(Z?(7,7)@, C)) does not depend on k, 
where C is the T-algebra (S/Z,)@, k. Recall that by Lemma V.1.7, 
Zz(7, 7)@,C coincides with A7FQD,GQc A7GQ, D,F, where both F 
and G are C-free modules of rank 7. Let {fi, . . ..f.> and {gi, . . . . g7} be free 
bases of F and G, respectively. 
We define the C-free modules as 
U~=A7FQD2GQA7GQD2F, 
U~=(A6FQGQA7GQDzF)@(A7FQDZGQA6GQF), 
lJ;=A’FQGQA’GQF, 
V,=A4(FQG)QA5FQA5G, 
V4=A3(FQG)QASFQA5G, 
where all tensor products are defined over C. Consider the diagram 
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where 6, 8, 5, c, and p are defined as follows: 
6 : U: + V, is the map defined in Lemma V.1.7. 
p: V, + V, is the Koszul map, that is, it is the composite map 
A4(FQG)QA5FQASG ‘@‘lt (FQG)QAn3(FQG)QA5FQA5G 
=-lb A3(F@G)@A5F@A5G, 
where ev: FC3 G + C is the map between C-free modules sending the 
7 x 7-matrix (fi@gj) to 
i- 0 0 . . **- .-0 ..o()  . :.00 1 . :  * 
c is the sum of the two composite maps 
A7F@D,G@A7GOD2F ‘@‘@‘@“. F@A6F@G@GGA7G@D2F 
T (F@G)@(A6F@G@A7G@D2G) 
W@l ) A”F@G@A7G@D2F 
and 
A7F@D2G@A7G@D2F ‘@‘@A@A+ A7F@D,G@G@A6G@F@F 
T (F@G)@(A7F@G@A6G@D02G) 
W@l ) A7FC3G@A6GQD2F. 
< is the sum of the two composite maps 
A’F@GGA’GQF 1@1@A81+ A’F@G@GQA’G@F 
l@m@‘l@l, A’F@ D,G@ A6G@ F 
and 
A7F@GC3A7G@F A@181’=‘1+ F@A’F@G@A’G@F 
T > A6F@G@A7G@F@F 
‘@m=‘l@l~ A7F@D2G@A6G@F. 
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6’ is the sum of the two maps 
A6FQGQA7GQDzF A’*A@’ b FQASFQGQA2GQA5GQD2F 
T (FQ G) Q (D2 FQ A*G) Q (A’FQ A’G) 
‘@@@I ) (FQG)QA2(FQG)QA5FQAsG 
mC31 ) A3(FQG)QASFQA5G 
and 
A7FQD2GQA6GQF A@‘@A@‘~ A2FQASFQDzGQGQA5GQF 
A (D,FQ A’G)Q (FQG)Q (A’FQ A’G) 
‘@@@’ ) A2(FQG)Q(FQG)QA5FQA5G 
mC31 b A3(FQ G)Q A’FQ ASG. 
It is easy to check that p 0 6 = 6’ 0 5. 
Now we show that 0 --f U: i lJ: 3 V4 is exact. Define (A ; B) = 
(a 1, ..., a7; h, . . . . b,) as in the proof of Lemma V.1.7. When the set 
IQ i, . . . . a?, b,, . . . . b7} contains 0, (U:)(,;,,=O. In this case, hi,;,, 
is obviously injective. Therefore we may assume (A; B) = 
(2, 1, . ..) 1; 2, 1, . . . . 1). By direct computations, it is easy to check that tcais, 
is injective and S;, ;B) 0 lea ;B) is equal to 0. Hence, Im(6;,;,,) is included m 
Ker(ScAiBJ. So we have only to show the opposite inclusion. Assume that 
Ker(S;, :BJ contains the element 
K=p, ,f2 A . . . A.f7Qg,Qgl A ... A g’Qf(12) 
+ipi.f,n.t . Af7Qg1Qg, A ... A g,Qf,fi 
i=2 
+ql.fi A ... Af,Qd2’Qg, A ... A g7Qj-, 
+ i qi.fi A ... 
j 
Af7QglgjQgl A .“. A g,Qfi, 
j=2 
where pi’s and qis are elements in C. Since 6’cA;B,(K) is equal to 0, 
we obtain (-l)‘p,=(-l)jqj for ia and j>2. Replace K by 
K+tc,;,,(f, A ... r\f7Qg,Qg1 A ... A g,Qfi). Then we may assume 
pi = qj = 0 for i 3 2 and j > 2. In this case it is easy to see that p, = q1 = 0 
is satisfied. So Ker(<,,;,,) is included in Im(6’(,;,,). Consequently 
0 + U: i Vi -% V4 is proved to be exact. 
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By the exactness of 0 + VG -& Vi s V,, we have 
Ker((X,~=(S/Z,))~,k~(X,~~(SII,))~,k) 
= H,(Z?(7,7) c3T C) 
=Ker(po6) 
= Ker(G’ 0 c) 
= t-‘Um(5)). 
Because Im(C) n Im(5) = 0, [-‘(Im(5)) = Ker(c) is satisfied. Therefore to 
prove this lemma, It suffices to show that dim,(Ker(c)) does not depend 
on k. 
Denote fl A ... Af,@gi#gjOg, A ... Ag,@S,#f, by simply 
(i,j;s,t). Then the set ((i,j;s,t)(l~i~j~7,1~s~t~7) becomes a 
free basis of A7FC3D2G@A7G@D,F. Define 
A’=(l, 1, 1, 1, 1, l,O)+Ei+Ej 
B’=(l, 1, 1, 1, 1, l,O)+E,+E,, 
where E, = (a,, 6,T, . . . . 6,) (6,, is a Kronecker’s delta). Then obviously 
c((i, j; s, t)) is in (U&a.;fl) Therefore we have 
dim,(ker(c))=#{(i,j;s,t)Il<i<j<7, l~s~t~7,r((i,j;s,t))=O) 
=#{(i,j;s,t)Jl ,<i<j<6,1 <i<j<6} 
=212. 
So it does not depend on k. We have completed the proof of Lemma V.3.1, 
Q.E.D. 
Remark V.3.2. It is easy to check that 
Hi((X.O.(S/Z,))~R)=TorP~nR ((S/Z4)OZR, S/Z,) 
for i=l,2, 3. For i=l,2, 3, Hi((X.@.(S/Z,))@z R) is a finite free 
module whose rank does not depend on R because bi(p, 4) does not 
depend on p. Further by the previous lemma, H,((X OT. (S/Z,)) @z R) is a 
finite free module whose rank does not depend on R. Therefore so is 
&(W@TTWZI))@. RI. 
Suppose t = rank,(H,(X. OT (S/Z,))) and s = rank,(ZZ,(X @lT (S/Z,))). 
By Lemma V.3.1 and Remark V.3.3, they are both z-free modules. 
LEMMA V.3.3. Coker( Y,@, (S/Z,) + Y,Br (S/Z,)) = Z’. 
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Proof: It is sufficient to show that 
Coker((Y4Q.(S/Z,))0.k-,(Y,~.(s/z,))~.k)=kr 
for any field k. We shall denote * 0, k by i. Since P. is a minimal free 
resolution of T/Z, 7: HomF( E:, T) is equal to x.. Therefore y. 07- (z/Z, 3) 
coincides with HomT(x, F’)@l (s/Z, 3) = Hom,(T. 0~ (s/Z, s), k). So we 
have 
= Hom,(H,(z. 0~ (g/Z,s)), k) = k’. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA V.3.4. dim,(Torf@o ((S/Z,)QQ, (S/Z,)QQ))=t+s. 
Proof: Let [w. be the Lascoux’s resolution [23, 17, 221 of (T@ Q)/ 
J,(T@ Q). [w. is written in the form of Fig. 5. 
Consider the complex OX oTwo (SO Q). It is easy to check that 
the vertical maps in R. @ Tm,61P (SQ Q) vanish. Therefore we obtain 
dim,(Tors@o ((s/Z,) 0 Q, (S/Z,) 0 Q)) = t + s by Remark V.3.2 and 
Lemma V.3.3. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION V.3.5. Tar” (S/Z,, S/Z, ) = z’+‘. 
Proof: Consider the following double complex; 
TQ (S/I,) 
Define A and B as follows; 
A = Coker(H4( Y. 0 (S/Z,)) + H4(X.@ S/Z1))), 
B= Ker(H’(Y.@(S/Z,)) + H,(X.O(S/Z,))). 
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By the argument of spectral sequences of double complexes, we obtain the 
diagram 
0 0 
I I 
O-A-Tor~(S/Z~,S/Z,)-+ B-O 
I I 
H&Y. 0 (S/Z,)) = Z” zP(Y.@(S/Z,))=Z’ 
where all sequences are exact. Since B is a free Z-module, 
TorS(S/I,, S/Z,) = A @I B. By Lemma V.3.4, Tor,S(S/Z,, S/Z,) must coincide 
with Z”+ ‘. Q.E.D. 
Consequently, /?&, 4) is proved to be independent of p. Therefore we 
have completed the proof of the next theorem. 
THEOREM V.3.6. For any i and n, Bi(p, n) does not depend on p. 
So, over an arbitrary commutative ring, there exist the minimal free 
resolutions of the ideals defined by n-minors of the generic (n + 2)-square 
matrices. 
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